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Abstract
In this paper, we present a concern-based technique for software architecture mod-
elling. We use the new UML 2 Package Merge relationship as a technique for the
separation of concerns. We present the advantages of using the UML Package Merge
relationship for software architecture modelling, and we propose a set of extensions
for its limitations.
Key words: Concerns separation, Software architecture
modelling, UML2 Package Merge.
1 Introduction: the separation of concerns and soft-
ware architecture
In the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach, the model representing
the different facets of the enterprise business tends to become large. It is then
difficult to understand and to manipulate it in collaborative software process.
The obvious and classic solution applied by software engineers and architects is
to make the adequate decomposition-composition of the systems. A multitude
of techniques are proposed with respect to this engineering principle, and one
of the best known is the separation of concerns developed by the concern-based
design approaches. The principle applied to solve the problem of complexity
is to consider the enterprise business models as a composition of smaller and
more manageable parts, called concerns. A more precise definition given by
1 Email: samir.ammour@softeam.fr
2 Email: samir.ammour@lip6.fr
3 Email: philippe.desfray@softeam.fr
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the IEEE architecture group considers a concern as: “those interests which
pertain to the system’s development, its operation or any other aspects that
are critical or otherwise important to one or more stakeholders” [5].
The separation of concerns has become an interesting technique for soft-
ware architecture description and architecture-centred software development
(ACSD). The conducted work on this topic [7,6,3,4,8,9,16], including archi-
tecture methodologies, notations and tools, recognises the importance of the
separation of concerns in software architecture, despite the divergence on the
techniques for representing and implementing it. Separating the concerns in
software architecture allows:
• Focusing on certain aspects needed for the development or evolution of a
software architecture and help in organizing its negotiation [4].
• Improving the collaboration of the different actors involved in the software
engineering process.
• Handling system modularisation in both design and implementation phases;
it also give a good reference for maintenance and evolution [16].
The separation of concerns are often represented with the notion of tem-
plates or parameterised models in UML [7,6,3]. However, there are some in-
compatibilities between the role of UML templates, which are used for reusing
models by creating and combining identical structures, and the separation of
concerns which means the decomposition and modularisation. The templates
mechanism is a solution for the problem of reuse, but not for the decomposition
or the separation of concerns.
In this paper, we put emphasis on examining a UML technique for con-
cretising the separation of concerns within the UML models in the context of
software architecture modelling. This solution is based on the new “Package
Merge” relationship presented in the UML2 specification. Notice that this
paper is a summary of the Softeam contribution in the “Architecture and
Platform Modelling” work package of the ModelWare 4 project.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we present the
notion of the package merge as specified in UML2, and we give a modelling
example from the UML 2 specification. In Section 3 we present our proposed
technique for architecture modelling using the package merge for the separa-
tion of concerns. We illustrate our technique by an example. In Section 4, we
list the limitations of the Package Merge that we have observed in the software
architecture context and our proposed extensions. We conclude in Section 5.
4 This work is supported in part by the IST European project “ModelWare” (contract no
511731).
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Fig. 1. Package merge illsutration between packages P1, P2 and P
2 Modelling the separation of concerns with the Pack-
age Merge
2.1 The notion of Package Merge
The notion of package merge is originally proposed in the Catalysis approach [2]
to model frameworks. It has been deeply revisited in the UML standard, and
introduced in the UML2 superstructure and infrastructure specifications [11,12].
The UML2 specification defines the package merge mechanism as a rela-
tionship between a merging package (the source) and a merged package (the
target). Package merge implies a set of transformations, where the content
of the merged package is expanded in the merging package. Each supported
model element has its own specific expansion rule, composed from a set of
conditions (precondition) and transformations (post-condition).
In the example shown in Fig.1 (left), packages P1 and P2 are being merged
with the package P. The end result or the transformed version is shown in Fig.1
(right), where the definition of A,B,C and D classes, as well as associations and
attributes from the packages P1 and P2 are copied or merged in the package
P.
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2.2 Example: UML 2 meta-model structuring
The best known application of the package merge mechanism is the structuring
of the UML 2 meta-model. Package merge is used to construct the UML2
compliance levels, by combining reusable capabilities that are included in each
level to create an integrated model.
In general, if meta-classes with the same name occur in multiple packages,
they are meant to represent the same meta-class, and each package where it is
defined (specialized) represents a specific factorisation. This occurs in Super-
structure and Infrastructure, where some aspects are factored out into different
packages to form compliance points, for example, the meta-class Class.
The Core package from the UML infrastructure library is defined in order
to be reused when defining other families of languages like UML, CWM [13] or
MOF [14]. In the case of the UML definition, the Kernel package represents
the core of its modelling concepts, and primarily reuses the Core::Constructs
package of the UML infrastructure library.
In the example shown in Fig.2, we illustrate the use of the package merge
mechanism for reusing the Construct package from the UML infrastructure
library in order to define the Kernel package in the UML superstructure. To
materialize this reuse, a merge relationship is added from the Kernel package
to the Constructs package.
The Fig.2 example means that the UML meta-model definition requires
defining some new specific capabilities which are not present in the Constructs
package. For instance, a class can own other classifiers, a property has some
additional properties like: isDerived, aggregation, isComposite and default,
and it can have a specification value.
The end result is shown in Fig.2 where the Kernel package reuses capabil-
ities which are already defined in the Constructs package, and extends it by
adding new specific concepts for the UML definition.
3 Package Merge as a technique for architecture mod-
elling
Our proposed approach for modelling architecture is based on the separation
of concerns and UML package diagrams. We extend the classical architectural
capabilities of the UML packages such as decomposition, modularisation and
layering of systems by adding the separation of concerns using the package
merge technique.
3.1 Why the Package Merge?
The package merge is the first UML modelling technique that supports the
pattern of partial definitions, the core principle of the separation of concerns.
It was this characteristic that initiated our idea to use the package merge as
4
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Fig. 2. Package merge application example in UML 2 meta-model definition
a mechanism for representing the separation of concerns within UML models,
and then for architecture modelling. On the other hand, our idea has been
motivated by the successful experience related to the package merge applica-
tion in the UML 2 meta-model definition. By adopting the package merge
mechanism, the UML 2 meta-model architecture is structured in many layers
and concerns (Meta modelling concepts). Each concern is represented by a
separate package, which facilitates its definition for architects (authors) and
its understanding for readers and UML tools developers.
The advantages of our approach to model the separation of concerns can
be summarised in three points:
• An integrated approach. The package merge is formalized in both the
OMG UML 2 and MOF 2 specifications by a set of rules (preconditions and
transformations) for each element type. The use of this mechanism as a
5
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base technique for representing the separation of concerns provides a fully
UML solution , and consequently, it is easier to implement and to use in
the UML tools.
• A flexible separation of concerns. Contrary to the graphic views of-
fered by UML tools for hiding and displaying some modelling detail, the
package merge is a flexible way that allows performing a real decomposition-
composition of the software structure. The concerns are modelled as ordi-
nary UML packages. This means they can be changed separately by differ-
ent actors, and at any time of modelling. In this way, a concern is simply
a part of a model. It describes a particular aspect of the software such
as managed data, offered functions and services, or a variant of a pattern
implementation. The concerns can then be used to form the final structure
of the software, or extended by other concerns.
• A simple combination of concerns. Reusing concerns is very simple
to represent in the model. The reuse is modelled as a dependency with a
”merge” keyword, and can be displayed in UML class or package diagrams,
which are useful to clarify and understand the overall architecture of a
system. The presence of the merge dependency in a model implies the
same semantic as if the contents of the involved packages or the concern
were merged where each element type has a specific merge rule. The reuse
in this case do not adds extra information or model elements like in some
proposed approaches for the composition and reuse of models based on UML
extensions [10,1] or design patterns.
3.2 Example: the messaging system
The example of the Messaging system shown in Fig.3 illustrates how the pack-
age merge can be used for the separation of concerns and the architecture
modelling.
The Messaging system defines a set of services to manage user messages.
It enables users to send and receive encrypted messages with the possibility
of attaching files, and to connect and disconnect over a network with a check
of the user authentication.
At the architecture modelling level of the Messaging system, the modeller
efforts would be concentrated on the specific functionalities or the core business
of the Messaging system such as:
• User management, authentication check, collection of connection informa-
tion.
• Managing and storing of the two kinds of messages (MessageIn, Message-
Out).
• Attaching files to messages.
The modelling of the Messaging system responsibilities must be separated from
the common and more general functionalities like: file transfer, encryption,
6
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Fig. 3. Architecture model of the Messaging system using package merge
establishment of connection, sending and receiving of data. For instance,
the problem of data encryption is not specific for the Messaging system and
consequently we must factor it and treat it separately. The same for the
network connection and file transfer services. This decision of separation will
have a global impact on the system modelling, and will improve the cohesion
and coupling quality attributes of the model at the architectural level.
Fig.3 represents the architecture model of the Messaging system using the
package merge mechanism for the decomposition and the reuse. In this di-
agram, the Messaging package defines the specific entities of the Messaging
system (Message and User) and its relations with other more general entities
like: Connection, File and DataStream. To materialize the reuse of the func-
tionalities of the File Transfer system, Encryption system and Communication
protocol system, a package merge relationship is defined for each one.
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Notice that our architectural analysis is not exhaustive and we can perform
some refinements on the architecture model. For instance we can decompose
the persistence of messages aspect from the core business of the Messaging
system.
4 Package merge limitations
Our experience using the package merge for the separation of concerns and
architecture modelling has allowed us to point out two families of limitations
regarding:
(i) The coverage mechanism. The UML specification of the package
merge is restricted to only certain meta-classes mostly found in the meta-
modelling domain such as packages, classes, associations, properties, etc.
In fact, there are no defined rules to merge the other kinds of elements,
especially: state machines and activity graphs for the dynamic description
of concerns, and components for the separation of concerns in component-
based models.
(ii) The combination of concerns. The UML specification defines precon-
ditions for a valid package merge. These preconditions differ from one
meta-type to another, “but the general principle is always the same: a
resulting element will not be any less capable than it was prior to the
merge.” [11] This rule is too rigid and not always adequate to check the
validity of the result when merging two elements. The capabilities of the
elements owned by the merging package or concerns are not always fixed;
they represent a correct combination but not all the possible ones. It is
then possible to reduce or to increase the capabilities of the resulting el-
ements after merging the concerns without having a badly formed result.
There is no general rule for that; this varies according to the specificities
of the contexts. Hence, when we model a reusable concern we should have
the possibility of specifying the important capabilities of its elements and
defining, if necessary, the specific merging preconditions to apply.
There is another problem related to the matching condition for merg-
ing two elements. It requires that the two merged elements have the
same name, which is not always verified. For instance, when we model
a shared or reusable concern we may decouple the names of elements in
the modelled concern from those in the application context.
5 Required extensions from the ModelWare project
5.1 Extension of the package merge coverage
In order to address the restriction coverage problem of the Package Merge
mechanism, we propose to extend its definition to cover more kinds of model
elements. The new covered elements are selected from dynamic and static
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models which we have judged interesting for the description of architecture.
In order to facilitate the comprehension of the new defined merge rules, we
make use of the following terminology from the UML specification document:
• Merged package: the package that is the target of the merge arrow in dia-
grams.
• Receiving package: the package that is the source of the merge arrow in
diagrams. However, this term refers to the package and its contents before
the merge transformations have been performed.
• Resulting package: the same package as the receiving package, but this term
is used to refer to the package and its contents after the merge transforma-
tions have been performed.
The merging rules for states machines
For merging states machines we have defined a merging rule for each ele-
ment type composing the UML 2 state machine diagrams. These elements are:
State, PseudoState, Region, Transition, Activity, Trigger and Event. Here are,
for example, the rules defined for the State and PseudoState elements type:
Elements that are a kind of State or Pseudostate match by name. This
condition supposes that the owning state machines or the owning states are
also matched.
Constraints:
• For all the matching pseudostates: the merged and receiving pseudostates
must have the same pseudostate kind (i.e. initial, deepHistory, shallowHis-
tory, etc).
Transformations:
• If the matching merged state is a composite state (i.e. if it own regions),
the owned regions are recursively merged or deep copied into the resulting
state.
• The owned activity (entry, exit, doActivity) and constraints are merged or
deep copied into the resulting state.
• The merge of the state invariants (constraints) is performed by adding a
“or” condition between the value of the merged and receiving constraints
in the resulting constraint.
The merging rules for components
For merging components, we have defined a merging rule for each element
type composing the components models which are: Component, Connector,
Part, Port and Realisation. Here are, for example, the rules defined for the
Component elements type:
Elements that are a kind of Component match by name and meta-type.
9
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Constraints :
• A component cannot merge a component in which it is contained.
• A component cannot merge a component that it contains.
• The matching typed elements (like properties and parameters) must have
conforming types. For types that are classes or data types, the conforming
type is the corresponding type or common super-type in the receiving com-
ponent. For the predefined types, conformance means that the types must
be the same.
• The owned member of the receiving component must not have any explicit
access to the elements of the merged components.
• For all the matching elements, the UML properties of a receiving element
like: visibility, multiplicity, navigability, etc will not be reduced in the re-
sulting element.
• The merge of two components is valid if all the previous constraints are
satisfied, and the merge of all the owned packageable elements of the com-
ponents are also valid.
Transformations :
• The merged element (the owned elements of the merged component) for
which there is no matching element is deep copied into the resulting com-
ponent.
• The merging of two matched elements (the owned members of the merged
and receiving components) is performed according to the transformation
rules specific to their meta-type.
• If the merged element has stereotypes, these stereotypes will be applied to
the resulting element in the resulting component.
5.2 Extension of the package merge preconditions
The matching constraints
The separation of concerns in software development has crucial benefits,
but only if the concerns that are separated and the concerns we need to deal
with are well matched. The preconditions composing the rules of the package
merge are too rigid and not always adapted for specifying the matching of
concerns. We propose thus to extend the merging preconditions of the package
merge with the matching constraints.
The matching constraints are user-defined constraints expressed in the Ob-
ject Constraint Language (OCL) [15]. They are used to express the specific
preconditions that a matching receiving element should satisfy to perform a
valid package merge. These preconditions must also be satisfied after exe-
cuting the merge transformations, thereby guaranteeing that the matching
of concerns will be continually checked. For that, we consider the matching
constraints as OCL invariants within the concern elements. For elements that
10
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have no matching constraints, the UML predefined merge preconditions still
valid.
Contrary to the predefined merge preconditions, the matching constraints
can easily be used to specify the capability of concerns elements. For instance,
if one concern element must have a private or a protected visibility value, and
not a public or a package value, the UML designer can define the following
matching constraint as a precondition for merging this element:
(self.visibility = #private or self.visibility = #protected)
and not (self.visibility = #public or self.visibility = #package)
The matching constraints can be used to express more complex precondi-
tions that reflect the quality of architecture. We can then express in the case
of the component-based approach some architectural criteria of the developed
system. For instance, imagine that we have a component to manage the net-
work connections via its ”CreateConnection” interface and we want to satisfy
some quality requirements related to maintainability and evolution by enforc-
ing the decoupling with this component. We can then define the following
matching constraint which specifies the max number of the components using
the ”CreateConnection” interface:
(self.OwnedPort.Provided-> select(i | i.isService and i.name =
"CreateConnection").end.owner->select(c | c.ConnectorKind =
#Assembly)->asSet()->size() = 1
Package Merge clauses
In order to override the matching condition of the package merge rule which
is based on names, we propose to add the package merge clauses. When they
are used, these clauses allow the merge of two elements even if they do not have
the same name. In this case, the merge package relationship will be annotated
by a Clauses stereotyped UML note, which contains a set of package merge
clauses. A package merge clause has the M/R form, which means that the
element named M from the merged package or concern will be merged with
the element named R from the receiving package. To identify elements in the
package merge clauses, we take the UML fully qualified names.
6 Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a UML technique for the separation of con-
cerns based on the package merge relationship and we have illustrated its use
for architecture modelling. The use of the package merge for the separation of
concerns has many advantages especially its simplicity of use and comprehen-
sion and its clear formalisation in the UML 2 standard. Indeed the package
merge can be used for modularising models in different purposes and levels of
granularities, from a class feature such as an operation or attribute, to aspects
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such as persistence or security. It can also be used to combine the different
purposes within an integrated model according to a set of merge rules.
However, our experience using the package merge for the separation of
concerns has allowed us to detect some limitations regarding the coverage of
this mechanism, and the definition of its merging rules. To extend the cover-
age of the package merge mechanism, we have defined a set of merging rules
for states machines and component models which are useful for architecture
description. To improve the merging rules of the package merge, we have pro-
posed the notions of matching constraints and package merge clauses. The
matching constraints are necessary to express a concern-specific condition for
the combination of concerns, and package merge clauses are useful for the
sharing of concerns.
The proposed extensions to the package merge mechanism provide an inte-
grated solution for the separation of concerns and the architecture modelling.
We therefore plan to implement them within the Objecteering UML CASE
tool.
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Abstract
A typical activity in the object-oriented software engineering process involves the con-
struction of a class structure in terms of which the system behaviour is to be specified.
The behaviour, however, commonly consists of multiple tasks, each of which usually needs
only part of the information available in that class structure. Additionally, a different rep-
resentation of the required information may be appropriate. Therefore, it would be useful
to be able to have multiple views on the global class structure, each being suitable for the
specification of the behaviour related to a certain task. This paper introduces a(MDÆ)2,
a technique to realise such a strategy. It incorporates OCL as a powerful query language
and advocates a model driven development process which relieves the developer from the
burden of manually writing a considerable amount of tedious and error-prone code.
Key words: MDE, Role Modeling, Views, MDSoC
1 Introduction
The use of object-oriented techniques in software engineering yields quite a few
advantages, among which understandability and maintainability. More specifically,
the fact that reality can be described intuitively in terms of communicating objects
can be taken advantage of. Using D. Norman’s terminology [8], the mental model,
which is the representation of reality in a person’s mind, could be considered to
have object-oriented characteristics. Therefore, the gap between the mental model
and an OO software model should be smaller than in other approaches. However, in
practice the gap can still be inconveniently large. Indeed, the system encapsulates
several concerns, a term defined very broadly (and close to its dictionary meaning)
as “something” of importance to “someone” involved in the system. More con-
cretely, each use case or task the system is supposed to carry out, can be seen as a
concern. In order to maximise understandability and maintainability, the software
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<<baseclass>>
Schedule
-slotMap : HashMap
+scheduleCourse( slot : Integer, course : Course )
+print()
<<baseclass>>
Course
-name : String
+conflicts( c : Course ) : Boolean
<<baseclass>>
Teacher
-name : String
<<baseclass>>
Student
-id : Integer
takeCourses
+courses
0..*
+participants
0..*teachCourses
+courses
0..*
+teacher
1
scheduleCourses
+schedule 1
+courses 0..*
Fig. 1. OO software model of a course scheduling application
system should be modularised in such a way that different concerns can be specified
as independently as possible, a principle often referred to as separation of concerns
[24].
Every concern involves certain communicating objects, abstractions of which
should correspond to entities in the software model. Unfortunately, the abstrac-
tions which are fit for one concern, are not necessarily equally adequate for another
one. For example, in a real estate context, one concern might need to distinguish
between properties based on their price class, while another one could care more
about their vacancy. Therefore, a model of the complete system should actually be
seen as some kind of compromise, an attempt to provide as convenient abstractions
as possible for each concern at the same time, without introducing any ambiguities.
In other words, one object-based decomposition must be chosen which has to do
for the specification of all tasks, a phenomenon also known as the “tyranny of the
dominant decomposition” [6]. This is why, according to R. Brooks, the difficulty
in program comprehension lies in the reconstruction of the mapping between the
problem domain and the program domain [3] or, equivalently, between the men-
tal model and the software model. Thus, the notion of separation of concerns was
later extended to multi-dimensional separation of concerns [32] to stress the fact
that, ideally, decomposition criteria used for one concern should not influence the
decomposition criteria for another one.
Consider a very simple OO software model of a course scheduling system [17],
as shown in figure 1. It contains entities such as courses, students participating
in courses, and teachers. The purpose of the system, as its name suggests, is to
produce a schedule where each course is assigned a time slot so that no two courses
which are either taught by the same teacher, or taken by the same student, are
scheduled at the same time. Suppose the developer responsible for implementing
the scheduling task would like to do so by means of a graph colouring algorithm.
Such an algorithm is of course expressed in terms of nodes and edges, where in this
case nodes correspond to courses, while edges correspond to a combination of two
courses which should not be assigned the same time slot. Each node will then be
assigned a colour, so that no two nodes connected by an edge end up with the same
2
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<<role>>
Node
-colour : Integer
+print()
<<role>>
Edge
+print()
nodesOfEdge +nodes
2
+edges
0..*
Fig. 2. OO software model for the graph colouring task
colour. Finally, courses of which the corresponding nodes are assigned different
colours, should also be allocated different time slots in the course schedule.
While the entities in the OO software model of figure 1 are probably adequate
for tasks like subscribing students to courses or assigning teachers the courses they
should teach, the model is clearly suboptimal in the context of the scheduling con-
cern. Indeed, the mental model of the latter makes abstraction of the fact that
there are courses involved, and should include “Node” and “Edge” entities instead.
Therefore, a model such as the one displayed in figure 2 would probably be more
appropriate.
In conclusion, an interesting way to improve program comprehension would
be to allow the specification of tasks (i.e. behaviour) in terms of the entities most
adequate for that specific task, thus endorsing the idea of multi-dimensional sepa-
ration of concerns. This should have a double positive effect on understandability,
as not only would it narrow the gap between mental and software model, but the
implementation of the behaviour of a certain concern would result in easier code as
well if it can make use of an optimal software model for that concern.
Although the idea of using multiple models to match different concerns is not
necessarily new (as will be pointed out in section 3), the real challenge is in making
sure the cost of the extra work which is required to specify how all these models
are related to each other does not outweigh the benefits of the concept.
This paper presents a(MDÆ)2, a model driven, OCL-based approach aiming
to support multi-dimensional separation of concerns, while minimising additional
complexity. It is structured as follows: First, the proposed solution will be dis-
cussed in detail and illustrated by means of the course scheduling example which
was already briefly introduced above. Next, there will be an overview of related
work, finally followed by some issues to take care of in future work as well as
some concluding remarks.
2 Proposed Solution
2.1 Conceptual
As mentioned earlier, the basic idea in a(MDÆ)2 is that behaviour related to a cer-
tain concern should be specified in terms of the entities which are most suitable in
that case. But while there is a clear separation of concerns with regards to behaviour
that way, the same can not be said about data. Indeed, it is obviously inevitable that
considering data, there is a substantial overlap between all the concerns. After all,
together they do constitute one and the same software system and if there were
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<<role>>
Edge
{context Course
inv: Course.allInstances()->product(
Course.allInstances())->select(
c | c.first.conflicts(c.second))}
+print()
<<baseclass>>
Course
(coursescheduling.basemodel)
+conflicts( c : Course ) : Boolean
<<role>>
Node
{context Course
inv: Course.allInstances()}
-colour : Integer
+print()
nodesOfEdge
{context Edge
inv: self.getCourse()->
collect(c | c.get_coursescheduling_graphview_node())}
+nodes
2
+edges
0..*
NodeIsCourse
<<view>>
+course
1
+node 1
EdgeIsCourses
<<view>>
+edge0..*
+course
2
Fig. 3. OO software model for the graph colouring task
several completely separated data structures, that clearly would not be the case.
Consequently, it would seem like a good idea to have one centralised OO de-
composition of the problem domain (call this the base model (BM)), and define any
other decompositions as derivations hereof. That way, each derived entity is a view
on one or more entities of the base model, much like the (updatable) view concept
in (OO) databases [29]. The derived decompositions will serve as a starting point
for the specification of behaviour and shall be called role models. So each entity
in such a role model, apart from defining a view on the BM, is also a role, mean-
ing that it directly takes part in the behaviour specification related to the concern
associated with that role model. This role is “played” by the BM entities which are
involved in the view. It is worth noting that a role model is not necessarily a de-
composition of the entire problem domain. Rather, it might ignore certain entities
if these are judged to be irrelevant in that case. This, of course, does not hold for
the base model.
Recalling the course scheduling example from section 1, the OO software model
in figure 1 could serve as the base model, since it contains all entities necessary for
the specification of the complete application. The model for the graph colouring
concern would then be a role model, of which the entities are all defined in terms
of BM entities. This is shown in figure 3; Since both BM and role models are
essentially class-based OO models, a(MDÆ)2 supports UML [22] as its modeling
language, especially since the latter includes an extension mechanism in the form
of profiles. A profile is a collection of stereotypes and/or tagged values, which
conceptually extend UML model element definitions for a specific purpose. The
< <baseclass> > stereotype, for example, denotes that a UML class is part of the
BM, while in role models the < <role> > stereotype is used to indicate that an entity
is in fact derived from the BM. Exactly which BM entities are involved with a cer-
tain role, can be deduced from associations marked with the < <view> > stereotype.
The view relation between a role model entity and the BM is expressed as an
OCL 2.0 [23] query and modeled by means of a UML constraint, as can be seen on
the “Edge” and “Node” roles. Associations between roles are defined by a similar
query, where special methods are provided in order to navigate to the BM and back
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// subscription phase
Course c = new Course(“mathematics”);
...
Student s = new Student(“s854352”);
c.subscribe(s);
...
// graph colouring phase (e.g. in a method in Schedule class)
Collection nodes = GraphViewManager.switchTo();
for (Iterator i = nodes.iterator()) {
Node n = (Node) it.next();
n.setColour(...); // calculate appropriate colour for each node
}
Fig. 4. Example code for the course scheduling example
if necessary. The “nodesOfEdge” association, for example, declares that each edge,
which is mapped to two courses c1 and c2 in the BM, should be associated with the
two nodes which map onto c1 and c2.
An advantage of the use of OCL is the fact that it provides the ability to ex-
press complex view definitions. This is illustrated in the case of the “Edge” role,
where the OCL query states that an edge is a tuple of two courses (denoted by the
“product” operator, which has cartesian product semantics), which satisfy a certain
condition. This is a significant advantage over approaches where only trivial map-
pings, like one-to-one mappings between a role and a BM class, are allowed (for
examples of such approaches, see section 3).
Note that, so far, only platform-independent models have been mentioned. From
these models, source code for a specific platform (e.g. Java) can now be generated
using a code generation process on which more details will be given in section 2.2.
Hence, a(MDÆ)2 fits well into the model driven engineering paradigm. The most
important consequence of this is that the developer does not need to worry about
the details of how the mappings between role models and BM are maintained, and
can just concentrate on specifying the behaviour in terms of the entities he finds
most appropriate.
The developer, however, does have the responsibility to activate the role model
he would like to work with by means of a method call to a special switch manager
class. Behind the scenes, this switch manager will assure that the mappings to
that specific role model are up-to-date, and that instances of the involved roles are
made available. Chances are that the required information to perform these view
switches in a fully automated way won’t be available most of the time. It could
for example be convenient to use a different variable name for a collection of graph
nodes, than for a collection of courses. Besides, nothing guarantees that a collection
of all courses is even used during the “subscription” task. On the other hand, it
may be useful to pass a certain role instance from role model A to role model B
as a starting point (after applying a different wrapper of course), as opposed to just
5
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Model Transformation
BM (UML)
JMI-PSM (UML)
UML2MOF
JMI-PSM (MOF)
RM’s/Views (UML)
MDR JMI generation (ant)
<< wrap >>andromda-amda
<< OCL >>
Wrappers
 (Instantiable Java Classes)
JMI 
Interfaces
Evaluation/Code generation
for OCL queries
<< call/integrate >>
PIM
MDR Custom
Implementations
<< implement >>
andromda-amda
YATL4MDR Role Model
Manager ("switch"
functionality, ...)
Fig. 5. Code Generation Process
“forgetting” all variables and forcing the execution of queries on the new role model
in order to continue. Therefore, even though an investigation of which possibilities
for switching to a new role model should be offered is considered future work, the
introduction of an explicit method call seems warranted.
An example of such a view switch can be found in figure 4, where, first, a num-
ber of students are subscribed using the BM entities. Next, whenever the developer
decides to implement the graph colouring part, a switch call (marked in bold) is
executed, after which the appropriate roles are made available.
Note that object creation statements (containing the new keyword), are only
allowed for BM entities. Roles are automatically created during a view switch,
depending on the current state of the BM. This means that creation of BM entities
may have an indirect influence on the results of the view switching process.
2.2 Implementation
In order for a(MDÆ)2 to provide the code generation capabilities already briefly
mentioned in the previous section, a tool chain was constructed. An overview of the
tools involved in this process, as well as the input they require, is displayed in figure
5. A first important observation is that, in order to support a querying mechanism,
some sort of database-like repository is needed to store all objects, as well as a
query engine compatible with that repository. For this purpose the YATL4MDR
OCL engine [7] was chosen, which operates on Sun’s MetaData Repository (MDR
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[19]). The latter is in fact a model repository, typically used to hold models and
metamodels, which reside at levels M1 and M2 of the MOF metadata architecture
[21]. However, nothing prevents it from storing objects at the instance-level (M0),
as is needed in this case. The M1-model describing the structure of these instances
is then treated as if it were an M2-metamodel, that is, a MOF instance. Since MOF
is basically a subset of UML, and includes all constructs which are necessary in
this context, this causes no problematic consequences.
Being a MOF compliant model repository, MDR expects a MOF compliant
XMI format as its input. Therefore, the BM as well as all role models, which are in
fact UML models, are processed by the UML2MOF transformation tool which is
included in the MDR distribution and handles this conversion. Afterwards, MDR
is instructed to generate Java interfaces in order to provide program-level access
to its content, by means of the JMI standard [18]. As it would not be desirable
to expose the developer to these kinds of specifics, a(MDÆ)2 includes a cartridge
for the AndroMDA [2] code generator, which is responsible for the generation of
wrappers, effectively shielding this complexity.
Finally, a switch manager class is generated for each view, which provides
the view switch call, and is responsible for executing OCL queries (by calling the
YATL4MDR OCL engine) and processing the results.
Note that this is where the model driven aspect really pays off. Requiring a
developer to write all the wrappers and the manager class himself, would come
at an unacceptable cost. By introducing a number of models at a high level of
abstraction, a considerable amount of technical details related to view management
can be deduced automatically, and incorporated in the generated code.
Also note that the main consequence of using OCL/MDR as a query mecha-
nism, is that the instances of all modeled entities (classes from the base model, as
well as roles) reside in a repository during the whole program lifecycle.
3 Related Work
The concepts of multi-dimensional separation of concerns and hyperspaces [32],
which originated in the subject-oriented [10] community, are basically an attempt
to tackle the same fundamental problem as the one discussed in this work. The
idea is that an appropriate class hierarchy is constructed for each concern, which
serves as a base for the specification of the business logic relevant to every con-
cern. This way, the problem domain is decomposed several times, while con-
centrating on different priorities (one could say the system is decomposed along
multiple axes, hence the term multi-dimensional). A meta-language is used to in-
dicate which entities in the different concerns match. This information is then fed
as input for a compilation step, where everything is woven together, resulting in a
complete implementation of the whole system. From a conceptual point of view,
the meta-language actually describes the overlap between concerns. Harrison et
al. also implemented their ideas in tools such as Hyper/J [32] and the Concern
Manipulation Environment (CME) [11], which are often classified as belonging to
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the field of aspect-orientation [15]. The main difference with more conventional
aspect-oriented tools such as AspectJ [14] lies in the fact that AspectJ distinguishes
between a base program and aspects. More specifically, an aspect, which describes
a concern, contains information as to how it should be “attached” to the base pro-
gram. In the case of Hyper/J and CME, on the other hand, no distinction is made
between the concerns, and a separate artifact is used to describe the weaving. In
other words, the first strategy is asymmetric, while the other one is symmetric.
Looking at the basic problem as described in section 1, the idea of specifying
each concern separately and independently, and then weaving them together based
on where they overlap, does seem to be a natural candidate solution. Consequently,
it should not be surprising that many others have concentrated on variations of this
approach. S. Clarke [5] for example, shifts the idea to a higher level of abstraction,
above the code. In an MDA [20] context, this could be referred to as the PIM-level.
She uses UML as the modeling language, and a combination of template parameter
binding and explicit composition directives to drive the composition process.
R. France et al. [27], also operate at an abstraction level above the code, and
apply the idea to non-functional concerns (i.e. not related to business logic), such
as security, fault tolerance or safety. They basically extend the UML metamodel
to include e.g. security-related metaclasses, which they call roles. Afterwards, the
business logic can be “annotated” to include security functionality, by indicating
which metaclasses should be instantiated in the business logic.
The term “roles” was borrowed from the concept of role modeling, arguably
introduced by T. Reenskaug [30], although there is quite some more work on this
topic [26,16,25,9]. The idea is that concerns are specified in terms of roles, which
represent the relevant entities in that case. These roles are then “played” by OO
classes, thus integrating them to become a whole, but the exact way the role mod-
els should be composed is more often than not left undiscussed.
The main problem with the “weaving” approaches mentioned so far is, per-
haps not unexpectedly, the weaving specification itself. Typically, a fixed set of
constructs (called meta-language above) is made available to express the relations
between all concerns. However, this often lacks flexibility, especially when things
get more complicated than identifying two matching entities belonging to different
concerns. This has been recognised among others by M. Mezini and K. Oster-
mann, who took this opportunity to develop the Caesar approach [17]. The most
important difference compared to the previously mentioned approaches is the fact
that the concerns are no longer compiled away, but maintained at runtime. More
specifically, speaking in terms of roles, roles are present in the form of wrappers,
and during program execution, objects are wrapped and unwrapped depending on
which task is being accomplished at that moment, and which roles were defined for
it. This is actually very similar to what is called fluid AOP by G. Kiczales [13]:
“Fluid AOP involves the ability to temporarily shift a program [...] to a different
structure to do some piece of work with it, and then shift it back.”
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The most important disadvantage of Caesar, however, is the fact that the developer
is supposed to write and handle wrappers all the time, at what could be called a
rather low level of abstraction. There is other work following a comparable, dy-
namic approach to role modeling [25,31,12], but most of these fail to support flex-
ible mappings between roles and objects. In the example on course scheduling for
instance, the scheduling task is implemented by means of graph colouring. “Edge”
is an obvious candidate for a role in that case, but its mapping is less straightfor-
ward: An edge role is played by a combination of two course objects which are in
conflict with each other. While Caesar apparently supports this level of complexity,
the other work mentioned above does not.
The only work to the author’s knowledge which even mentions a model driven
strategy, is by O. Caron et al. [4], where EJB is used as a target platform, but it is
not elaborated. Moreover, it does not support flexible mappings once again.
Finally, the concept of (updatable) views is also present in the world of OO
databases [28,29], and an OODB system could therefore be seen as a viable alter-
native to an OCL engine as far as handling of view relation queries is concerned.
However, the number of implementations is very limited, let alone open source,
and at best they lack sufficient flexibility.
4 Future Work
As indicated earlier, a topic which should be investigated in the relatively short
term, is the flexibility of view switching. In theory, just performing the switch in
the repository is sufficient, provided the developer has access to the OCL engine,
since that would allow him to collect the necessary role objects from the new role
model, and continue. However, it may be possible to reduce the number of useful
queries in such case to a few categories, and just provide different methods for
these in the switch manager class. After all, offering unrestricted access to the
OCL engine would allow for the execution of any query, potentially defeating the
idea of concentrating on one role model for each concern.
A different, slightly related, but more fundamental question is whether the fact
that only one role model is activated at a time, would not lead to problems during
the creation of certain kinds of software systems. Especially in cases where dif-
ferent tasks influence each other significantly, it may be necessary to have several
active role models at the same time. Typical non-functional aspects, such as se-
curity, persistence or logging come to mind here. In that perspective, a weaving
approach might still be the better way to go. Then again, the two strategies might
turn out to be complementary, rather than mutually exclusive.
Another issue concerns object deletion. Indeed, since objects reside in a repos-
itory all the time, they are ignored by the garbage collector, and an explicit call
is needed to actually remove them. This is somewhat unfortunate, as it causes a
divergence from the classic Java programming model. On the other hand, it could
turn out to be an advantage, considering it may be cumbersome to keep the base
model entities in scope when working with role model entities.
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Also, inheritance has not been mentioned so far, and although its incorporation
would not necessarily cause many additional problems, it still deserves a closer
look.
It is worth mentioning that, as an alternative to YATL4MDR, the Kent OCL En-
gine [1] includes a bridge to plain Java, effectively enabling the evaluation of OCL
constraints without requiring a repository. However, the authors mention several
serious issues, such as the lack of a translation of the allInstances operator
since there is no easy way to fetch all instances of a Java class. Code generation
may once again offer a solution though, because it could provide some bookkeeping
code in order to keep track of all role and base class instances. This would elim-
inate the need for MDR as well as the base class wrappers, and would probably
have a beneficial effect on performance.
Finally, at some point, larger case studies should be applied in order to vali-
date whether the effort of software development is really reduced, or at least if it
enhances comprehensibility, which should then reduce evolution efforts.
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a(MDÆ)2, a model driven approach to multi-dimensional sep-
aration of concerns which allows for the specification of the behaviour of each
concern in terms of the entities which are judged to be most appropriate for that
concern. To this end, one base model (BM) is constructed, quite similar to a typical
OO class structure, as well as several role models, which define views on the BM.
The main contributions of this work are in the combination of:
• Support for flexible view mappings, by means of OCL queries
• A model driven development process, where code generation shields the devel-
oper from the complexity introduced because of the querying support
In the end, hopes are that the a(MDÆ)2 approach will allow for better code com-
prehension and a reduced effort to write programs in the first place.
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Abstract
Model-Driven Architecture is an approach which tackles such problems as: the
high availability that a software product requires to be ready for use, the high
degree of evolution that a software system has nowadays, etc. However, in the
development of large complex systems, the benefits of that approach have been
diminished due to the size and complexity of models that describe these kinds of
systems. At this point Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) appears to
improve the understanding, reusability and adaptation of the software artefacts.
Its mechanism is based on modularization of crosscutting concerns in well-identified
isolated entities called aspects. For this reason we propose to use together AOSD
and MDA in the hope of reducing the shortcomings of the latter. Thus, aspects
like security, replication, real-time constraints, etc., will be modelled by specialist
modellers independently throughout the MDA framework. Our proposal exploits
a tool for checking the consistency between different models (aspects) at the same
level of abstraction; supporting the traceability of UML elements, requirements, and
concerns; and controlling the impact of changes throughout the MDA framework.
Key words: AOSD, Subject-Oriented Modeling, MDA,
Traceability
1 Introduction
Model-Driven Development [14] is a paradigm that tries to decrease the amount
of responsibilities and work-load at the implementation time. For this reason,
its objective is to change the classic code-centric development process by a
model-centric one. Thus, the developer can focus on the semantics of software
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systems to model it without regarding the details relative to the underlying
platforms.
An approach in this area is Model-Driven Architecture [20] from the OMG.
This approach is a step forward in the Separation of Concerns principle [8]
for separating technological concerns into different abstraction levels (verti-
cal separation of concerns) [19]. Thus, it establishes three abstraction levels
called CIM (Computational-Independent Model), PIM (Platform-Independent
Model), and PSM (Platform-Specific Model). Each of these levels focuses on
different concerns of the software system being developed. The CIM models
the real system independently of any computational system, that is, it makes
up a domain model. The PIM models the system from a computational view-
point independently of any underlying platform, and the PSM models the
system for a specific platform. Also, between each pair of consecutive mod-
els are the transformations, another key mechanism of MDA and MDD [32].
Their aim is to establish mappings between elements from a source abstrac-
tion model to a more refined or abstract one. Thus, supporting traceability of
requirements and elements between different levels of abstraction is achieved.
Since this feature facilitates the system maintenance, it is very important for
software development.
However, when MDA is used in the development of large complex systems,
benefits promised by this framework (traceability, evolution, maintenance,
etc.) diminish considerably. This problem arises because the system is spec-
ified by very large, complex, and monolithic models [30]. So, these models
are difficult to maintain, evolve, extend, adapt, reuse, etc. In addition, trans-
formations between the different abstraction models become very complex,
large and less reusable. In this scope, traceability of elements across different
abstraction levels is difficult because of the lack of alignment between these
models [30]. This fact implies design and implementation of requirements
being scattered over several design and implementation entities respectively.
The final consequence is that tracing a requirement from CIM to code could
produce too much traceability information which will be hard to manage.
On the other hand, the AOSD [3,26] has extended the Aspect Oriented
Programming [12,24] benefits to the whole software development life-cycle.
This approach supposes an advance in software modularization. So, it allows
us to isolate in artifacts (called aspects) those properties whose specification
is scattered throughout the system and whose isolation is hard to manage by
conventional modelling techniques. In this way, AOSD techniques facilitate
the traceability of concerns in a software system [17].
Trying to support traceability of requirements, UML elements, subjects,
and concerns in the MDA framework, in this paper an approach of integration
of both MDA and AOSD is presented. In this way, an algorithm for tracing a
requirements from CIM to PSM is proposed. In our proposal each MDA level is
constituted by a set of models -each of them corresponding to an aspect of the
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software system 3 . Such aspects (models) will be developed and transformed
separately throughout the MDA framework in a collaborative development
environment 4 [35]. Typical aspects in this context could be security, real
time constraints, etc, and they will be specified by an expert in the area
focused by the aspect. Thus, keeping different concerns as different models
at each abstraction level allow for clearer transformations and mappings and
consequently for an improved traceability. Moreover, our proposal allows us
to model aspects in a collaborative and consistent way in the MDA context. It
uses xlinkit [7] for model coherence checking at each abstraction level (CIM,
PIM or PSM). This feature also provides support for automatic analysis of
the impact of changes in models at any abstraction level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 an overview
of the proposal and how xlinkit is used to our goals are shown; section 3
presents the improvements put into the traceability and facility of evolution
in MDA; section 4 shows how model consistency at the same abstraction level
is managed; section 5 shows the related works; and finally, in section 6 the
conclusions and possible lines of future work are presented.
2 Consistent Development with Model-Driven Archi-
tecture and Subject-Oriented Design
This section is organized in three subsections: the first presents some back-
ground about AOSD; the second gives an insight into our proposal with an
example; and the third shows how xlinkit is used to check the consistency
between models representing different aspects at the same abstraction level.
2.1 Background
The aim of AOSD is extending the AOP paradigm to all stages of software
development. The key concept of AOP and AOSD is the separation of cross-
cutting concerns. After solving this issue at the implementation stage, AOP
concepts are extended to all stages of the software life-cycle [26]. Thus, some
approaches have been proposed for design stage [30,27], others for analyses
stage [11] and some for requirements stage [4]. Almost all approaches model
the systems using UML. This work is based on Subject-Oriented Modelling
(SOM) [28,30]. The choice was motivated by the high degree of reusability
and traceability that it provides in UML designs. SOM proposes that each
requirement can be designed as a UML package called subject, and each sub-
ject will be implemented in Aspect/J or Hyper/J. Thus, when the system
3 The UML2 specification stated that a model is a partial specification of the software
system. In this way, we consider an aspect as a partial specification of the software system.
4 By collaborative development environment we mean the scenario in which several devel-
opers collaborate on building the same system each of them focused on one area of the
system.
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needs a change in its requirements, this change will only modify one subject
so that the system maintenance task is improved. Moreover, SOM is very
suitable for collaborative development due to its characteristic of symmetric
paradigm for design. In [35] it is explained that symmetric approaches are
suitable for collaborative development, and the asymmetric ones are suitable
for development based on extensions.
2.2 Proposal Overview
This work assumes that the concerns crosscutting the system have been iden-
tified at early stages 5 . Such concerns will be modelled in isolation by special-
ist work-groups. The models will also be transformed independently keeping
them separated along the development process. Thus, these work-groups will
model and transform each of those aspects from the CIM to the PSM sepa-
rately. The separation is managed by using the SOM approach. In this way,
using our proposal to model these aspects collaboratively is allowed.
Having separate models at the same abstraction level makes it necessary
to establish composition relationships between them. This is because it must
be specified which semantics are shared between all facets of the system (de-
scribed by different models), detect conflicts between these models, and to in-
tegrate them into a whole. These relationships are specified by a coordinator-
modeller separately to the models so that the modellers focus on developing
their aspects, unaware of other aspects of the system. The composition rela-
tionships are specified in a XML document. More details about this issue will
be given in section 2.3 Xlinkit.
Figure 1 shows the CIM and PIM level of our framework which is based on
a case study of an e-government information system. This example deals with
a sanctioning administrative protocol in our administrative council (Junta de
Extremadura). We present a small example which contains a set of expedi-
ents, citizens and magistrates. Every time that a citizen must be sanctioned
for making an administrative fault, the system creates a new expedient and
assigns it to a specific magistrate. Then, when the magistrate comes to a
verdict, this expedient is a penalty that falls to the citizen.
In this small example, we have identified three requirements in CIM. Us-
ing Subject-Oriented Design (SOD) the three requirements have been designed
keeping them separately. If a conventional UML modelling was used instead
the scattering and tangling problems described by Jacobson in [15] came up.
Figure 1 shows the ”Recover Expedient” use case that is designed by the
subject ”RecovExpediente” (1) in the model ”StakeStaffUser” (2). In addi-
tion, two aspects (3)(4) have been modelled with the viewCIM and viewPIM
stereotype of the UML2 model element [21]. In the same way, both the use
cases and the two viewPIM models would remain separated at PSM level.
We have adopted the SOM approach as it is, proposing a particular way for
5 This task is out of the scope of this work
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Fig. 1. CIM and PIM modelling two system aspects
utilizing and realizing it. Unlike SOD, here the composition relationship be-
tween the expedient and authenticate concerns is specified in XML (5) by the
coordinator-modeller. The XML specification is our own transcription which
we have made of the three kinds of relationships proposed by SOD -merge,
override and bind. This way of specifying composition relationships externally
to the composed models supposes an advantage for two reasons:
• Firstly, because the modellers should develop the concerns with as little
communication as possible between them [9], that is, a modeller should
only concentrate upon his aspect being unaware of other aspects. Then,
the composition relationships are established by an expert who is called
coordinator-modeller.
• Secondly, using XML as the basis to specify relationship allows the use of
tools for checking model consistency. In particular, we use xlinkit. It will
be explained at length in the next section.
2.3 Xlinkit
Xlinkit is a tool to manage the consistency of distributed and heterogeneous
documents in XML format that are crucial for the software development [7].
These documents are checked against a set of constraints implemented as
rules. For example, a very simple rule could check if the classes’ names of
5
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a Java implementation are consistent with their UML classes’ names. This
rule could force that for all classes in the design there must exist a class in
the implementation with the same name. Xlinkit is based on XML, XPath
and XLink for the generation of hyperlinks between distributed documents.
The tool accepts a set of XML documents that represent models and another
one which contains rules that elements of those models must satisfy. So, a
XML document with pairs of links to pinpoint the consistent and inconsistent
elements (LinkBase) as output is produced by xlinkit. That is, if two elements
of two models satisfy a specific rule, the LinkBase shows hyperlinks pointing
to the rule and the consistent elements.
The original objective of xlinkit is to manage the consistency between two
models. However, this work takes advantage of xlinkit just for:
- Checking aspects (models) at the same abstraction level together with
their composition relationships. Usually, the semantic of checking in xlinkit
is stored entirely in the constraint rules, but in our case, that semantic is
shared between consistency rules and composition relationship because the
latter specifies how elements of two or more models should be related. For
this reason, we are developing a set of rules that validate and identify conflicts
in the composition relationships between models.
- Checking consistency between a model and its transformation into an-
other more abstract or refined one. In this case, the consistency rule should
take account of the stored information in the transformation model about the
mapping between two models.
- Using LinkBase as document to navigate into the composition relation-
ships between aspects, as source to support automatic traceability between
different models, and for assessing the impact of a change.
Following the previous example (Figure 1), the first step is to specify the
composition relationships in XML by the coordinator-modeller so that xlinkit
processes viewPIMs. Figure 2.c shows the bind[-User, getAntecedentData()-]
relationship in XML (Figure 1 (6)).
The second step is to create or select a set of rules for checking and estab-
lishing the different relationships specified in the XML composition document.
This task can be accomplished by using the xlinkit workbench tool [31]. Fig-
ure 2.b presents a very simple rule that checks the previous bind relationship,
verifying that the elements specified in the composition relationship exist in
both models and are modelled by the subject stereotype. For example, an-
other rule could validate that both parameters and elements linked by bind
relationship are compatible and that neither one has been omitted.
The third step is to export viewPIMs to a XMI [22] document. Currently,
these three previous steps are done manually.
Once the three previous steps have already been completed, xlinkit can be
executed for processing the models and the composition relationships against
the set of specified rules. Afterwards, the LinkBase is generated in XML
format by xlinkit and it is divided into two parts:
6
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Fig. 2. XML files
• The first one contains those elements that are consistent between viewPIMs
(a list with subject-relationships-subject).
• The second one contains inconsistent elements that have violated some of
the rules against which they were checked.
Figure 2.a shows a simple LinkBase that contains two consistent elements
between two viewPIMs. These elements [@xmi.id=4] and [@xmi.id=6] (Figure
1 (7) and (8)) and the composition relationship ([@id=1] Figure 1 (6)) are
consistent with the r1 checking rule.
At this point, two strategies can be followed for obtaining the whole system
implementation:
• Generating the code of each model (aspect) for Hyper/J [13]. In this case,
the LinkBase and the composition XML are used in order to derive the
composition relationship between Hyperslices and Hypermodules.
• Composing or weaving the models (aspects) at PSM level and later gener-
ating the code of a usual PSM [10].
We have chosen the first option because it is less complex that the second one.
The second strategy should do a compositional transformation for weaving the
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aspect models and a model transformation for generating the code from PSM
[18]. Moreover, since our proposal both generates aspect-oriented code and
checks models (and composition relationships) at PIM and PSM level by using
xlinkit, then the model compositions are not necessary. This feature is very
important, because the model composition is a complex and hard task [5].
Currently, we are mapping models (aspects) and composition relationship
manually from PSM to code. This mapping is based on rules stated in [29].
However, we have already started to use tools for automatically transforming
these entities but we have not obtained results yet. These tools are based on
QVT [25].
3 Checking Consistency and Supporting Traceability
In this section, it is shown how using xlinkit consistency between models can
be checked. The checking process produces the LinkBase documents that will
serve as an entry for the automatic traceability of requirements from CIM to
PSM.
Having done the steps described in the last sections, consistency between
models can be checked. In particular, the checking process should be per-
formed in the next situations:
- Before transforming a model into another (more refined) one, it is conve-
nient to check its consistency with those models at the same abstraction level.
This step guarantees that the source model is correct.
- After executing a transformation, the consistency between source and
target models should be checked to verify the correctness of the transforma-
tion.
- When a new aspect (model) is added to the system, checking whether
the resulting model is correct is necessary.
Fig. 3. LinkBases for checking partial consistencies
Checking consistency with xlinkit produces a set of LinkBase documents.
As it can be seen in figure 3, having separated models allows for a partial
8
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manageable consistency checking. Instead, without the separation proposed
in this work only global consistency checking is allowed which is sometimes
neither possible nor desirable when large complex systems are being developed
[6].
In addition, the LinkBase documents can be used as entry to an algorithm
for tracing UML elements, concerns, requirements, and subjects within our
framework. For example, if the Java programming language has been chosen to
implement the system and a failure is obtained when a java class is generated.
Then it would be very useful to be able to trace ”where that class comes
from”, that is, what PIM and PSM elements (even CIM) are the ”causes” of
that class.
The traceability can be accomplished by processing the LinkBase docu-
ments in a simple downwards and upwards way. This process could be as
follows: first the source element to be traced is located in the LinkBase, then
its pair in next model in the path is determined. The pair is traced in that
model and located in the next LinkBase document and so on. Algorithm 1
shows how to trace a use case from the CIM to the PSM. For instance, we
use the XMI models and vertical LinkBases of Security View (right part on
Figure 3) for tracing the Authenticate User use case (Figure 1) from CIM to
PSM. In more detail, the algorithm runs the following steps:
(i) It initializes a trace list for storing the elements to be traced from CIM
to PSM.
(ii) Next the use case XMI identifier is searched in the CIM (in XMI format).
It uses the //UML:UseCase/@name XPath for extracting the node which
contains information about that use case, and then the searched XMI
identifier is obtained by using the //UML:UseCase/@xmi.id XPath. The
use case name and identifier are stored in the trace list together with the
CIM’s name.
(iii) Then, it looks for subjects which model the use case functionality at
PIM level by using the CIM-PIMs LinkBase and the identifier found in
the previous step. It uses the //xlinkit:locator/@ xlink:href XPath for
extracting nodes which contain consistency links (inconsistent or consis-
tent) between the use case and subjects. Therefore, we can obtain the
siblings of that node which store the subject XMI identifiers. Moreover, it
searches the subjects’ names (//UML:Package/@name) by using the pre-
vious subject XMI identifiers and the //UML:Package/@xmi.id XPath.
The subjects’ names and identifiers are stored into the trace list together
with their PIM’s name.
(iv) Once the subjects at PIM level have been obtained, the next step is to
obtain the subjects at PSM level. The algorithm searches PSM subjects
which implement the PIM subjects by using the PIM-PSMs LinkBase and
the identifiers found in the previous step. It uses the //xlinkit:locator/@
xlink:href XPath for extracting nodes which contain consistency links (in-
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consistent or consistent) between these subjects. Therefore, we can obtain
the siblings of that node which store the subject XMI identifiers of the
PSM. Again, it searches the subjects’ packages (//UML:Package/@name)
in the PSM by using the previous subject XMI identifiers and the //UML:
Package/@xmi.id XPath. The subjects’ names and identifiers are stored
into the trace list together with their PSM name. This trace list can also
be used for other aims such as: printing a report, storing a historical
traceability, etc.
Since the previous steps are used for tracing a use case from CIM to PSM, the
needed changes for tracing another kind of element such as subjects or classes
are minimal. For instance, in order to trace a class from PIM to PSM, the
third and fourth steps should only change the use case reference by a class
reference and the //UML:Package string by the //UML:Class string in the
XPaths. Moreover, our framework could have other extra PIM or PSM levels.
In this case, the trace algorithm should only repeat the third and fourth steps
for tracing from the CIM to the lower PSM.
At any rate, if the use case is not mapped onto well-modularized entities
(subjects in our proposal) at the PIM and PSM level, that is, its functionality
is scattered over several classes, then the information about traceability is too
large because the mapping is not as lineal as in our proposal. This information
is even larger and more complex for handling it at PSM level.
This algorithm is able to trace those elements that have been checked using
xlinkit, that is, whatever kind of element which appears in the LinkBase.
One of the benefits of traceability is the ability to predict the impact of
change [17]. Once the system has been developed, if a change is needed either
in requirements, in design, or in an element, it would be desirable to know
what elements in lower and upper levels will be affected by that change. Since
our proposal can trace elements from top to bottom and bottom to top, by
means of processing the LinkBase, the elements of other level which could
be affected by such change can be obtained. For example, if a requirement
is removed at the CIM level, this change could bring on several changes for
removing subjects at PIM and PSM levels, adapting composition relationships,
modifying mappings between abstraction levels, etc. Therefore, these changes
could be too costly and they could be performed, delayed or cancelled.
The same procedure can be used to trace and control changes in a hori-
zontal direction. In this case, we process the LinkBase which relates different
models at the same abstraction level, that is, the horizontal LinkBases.
Summarizing, on one hand, SOM provides a good alignment between ab-
straction levels (CIM, PIM and PSM), and therefore identification of concerns
and requirements which are affected after a change in any abstraction level of
the MDA framework is facilitated. On the other hand, the LinkBases can be
used for tracing requirements, concerns, elements, and subjects throughout
the MDA framework. Also, model transformations automate and make agile
changes in the system. Thus this work integrates all these technologies in a
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Algorithm 1 .
trace-list :=initialize
with CIM in XMI
xmi-id-CIM := get the ID for the searched use-case
add to trace-list the xmi-id-CIM and use-case’s name
end-with
with the CIM:PIM LinkBase
forall xlinkit:locator with xmi-id-CIM
xmi-id-PIM := get the element ID for the sibling of this node
with PIM in XMI
add to trace-list the element with id=xmi-id-PIM and element’s name
with the PIM:PSM LinkBase
forall xlinkit-locator with xmi-id-PIM
xmi-id-PSM := get the element ID for the sibling of this node
with PSM in XMI
add to trace-list the element with id=xmi-id-PSM and element’s name
end forall
end forall
end-with
Algorithm 1. Tracing a use case throughout the MDA framework
suitable way for Model-Driven Development.
4 Towards a consistent incremental development
Another impotant feature of the work presented here is the support of the
incremental development process of large complex systems by integrating
Subject-Oriented Modelling and MDA. This is due to SOM being able to
add or modify behaviour and structures in a model already implemented ad-
ditively instead of invasively. For example, in our case study, once the three
abstraction levels of the security aspect (viewCIM, viewPIM, and viewPSM)
have been modelled, the system may need a change in the specification of its
requirements: ”the access control will be made on a secure flow by SSL”. This
modification will involve creating a new use case that ”extends” the previous
one of security. Also, this change implies the modification of PIM and PSM
entities, but these are accomplished additively.
Thus, a new subject will be designed for appending the new security be-
haviour on ”AuthenticateUser” subject (Figure 1 (8)) without modifying the
existing one. The same process is repeated exactly for the PSM. Therefore,
this supposes an improvement in the evolution and maintenance of the soft-
ware system by making changes additively.
In addition, these kinds of additive changes can be easily managed by
xlinkit. Xlinkit allows us to do an incremental analysis of the consistency,
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that is, it extracts the differences between a XMI model before and after its
modification by analyzing only those elements that could have been incon-
sistent after these modifications. Therefore, as the change introduced in the
system is well identified and isolated, then xlinkit will only check the new
aspect and the elements related to it.
5 Related Works
Reina et al. [1] propose the using of different aspect oriented modelling pro-
posals at PSM level. The reason that the authors argue for this is that these
proposals are platform specific. Thus, they suggest to use Domain-Specific
Languages (DSL) for each aspect that is modelled at PIM level. The problem
is that for each new system aspect it is necessary to use a new DSL (based
on meta-model extensions or UML profiles), and therefore, developers must
work with several languages at the same abstraction level. In addition, this
approach proposes a set of models that are related to Web technology (pre-
sentation, navigation, security, etc) at PIM level and really it could seem that
this level is not technology independent.
Ivar Jacobson analyzes in [15,16] the problems of tangling and scattering
in component diagrams during use cases guided software development. He
solves these problems using multi-dimensional separation of concerns. The
dimensions that he establishes are use cases and classes. However he does
not give details about composition, nor transformations of models, rules of
composition, structural relationships, etc.
Kulkarni et al. [33,34] integrate separation of concerns into MDD for
facilitating traceability, reusability and evolution in a software system. In
order to carry out this separation, an abstract template meta-model is used
to separate system concerns in a hierarchical way at model and code level.
But the abstract template itself couples some aspects to others.
The work presented in this paper is similar to the Theme approach [11].
In that approach, software requirements are specified with Theme/DOC using
Action Views, and analysis and design stages are modelled by Theme/UML us-
ing themes (subjects and Composition Patterns). Thus, this approach should
compose models for checking and validating them, but this task is not neces-
sary in our proposal due to the use of xlinkit. Moreover, they do not propose
anything on aspect or model transformations, and they only present analysis
and design stages without focusing on possible intermediate stages or refine-
ment of models. That is, our proposal explicitly separates the software system
design into two stages, one technology independent stage and another specific
one for MDA compliance.
Our proposal is very similar to the approach, presented by Robert France
et al. [2,10], which is also based on MDA. The most important difference
is that it distinguishes between a core model and other aspect models that
will be applied to the former, therefore, it is an asymmetric aspect approach
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and our proposal is a symmetric one [23] [35]. Thus, this proposal is highly
influenced by AspectJ [12], while our work is closest to the multi-dimensional
separation of concerns [24].
6 Conclusions a Future Works
In this work we have presented a MDA framework by proposing aspects of a
system as different models keeping them separated from the CIM to the PSM.
In addition, the viewModels (an aspect developed for the three abstraction
levels) can be developed by different specialist modellers in a consistent and
incremental way by using the xlinkit tool. Also, the proposal integrates a
flexible and external mechanism for automating traceability of concerns, re-
quirements, and other abstract artefacts on MDA. So, the software system
maintenance and evolution can be carried out in a controlled way through the
identification of elements that can be affected after a change in the system.
In this case, the Subject-Oriented Modelling allows us to design these changes
additively instead of invasively.
We argue that model composition is a hard and complex task that can be
too costly. Thus, we propose to generate aspect-oriented code and use xlinkit
for checking models in order to avoid model compositions.
An important open question is to study how ViewPIMs and ViewPSMs
internal organization could change if other kinds of diagrams to model system
requirements in CIM are used: activity diagrams, workflows, domain models,
mixtures of these, BPMS, etc. In addition, we can look for the most appro-
priate way to separate and make ”slices” of each model accordingly to the
system requirements.
Nowadays, we are working on a viewModels repository that covers all MDA
levels. That is, our aim is to have aspect models repositories that cover the
three abstraction levels for reusing them in different systems in the same
domain.
As already indicated, we are making a catalogue with rules on constraints
of subject compositions in order to execute a strong checking at model level.
This will validate the composition at that abstraction level so that the code
generated from this model won’t have consistency problems.
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Abstract
Behavioral interface specification languages, such as Java Modeling Language (JML),
can be used to specify the behavior of program modules. We have developed a be-
havioral interface specification language Moxa, an extension of JML. Moxa provides
a new modularization mechanism called assertion aspect that can capture the cross-
cutting properties among assertions. In this paper, we briefly explain the notion of
assertion aspects and the design of Moxa, and then we show an example specifica-
tion. By comparing the specification to its JML counterpart, we show that the use
of assertion aspects clarifies the large, complex specification and greatly simplifies
each assertion in the specification.
Key words: Design by Contract, Assertion Aspect, Java
Modeling Language, AspectJ.
1 Introduction
An assertion is a programming language construct that specifies an assump-
tion on the execution state at a certain program code position. Embedding
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assertions into the code of a software module is a pragmatic method for test-
ing, debugging and documentation. Design by Contract (DbC) [10] is a soft-
ware development method that utilizes assertions in a principled manner. In
DbC, the “contract” between a class and its clients is a set of conditions (pre-
/postconditions of the methods and a class invariant) typically represented as
assertions embedded in the source code. The contract provides the detailed
interface specification of the class.
DbC is especially beneficial for developing reliable software systems [10].
The authors have experience in applying DbC to the actual development of
a working application in which reliability is the prime factor to be consid-
ered. The application — AnZenMail client — is a secure and reliable e-mail
client implemented in Java. It is a part of the AnZenMail system [11], an ex-
perimental testbed for cutting-edge security enhancement technologies. The
AnZenMail system has been developed by a group of researchers involved in
the research project “Research on Implementation Schemes for Secure Soft-
ware” supported by Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology.
The primary purpose of applying DbC was to ensure the code quality of
the AnZenMail client. To ensure the code quality of the AnZenMail client,
we first wrote a formal specification of its important component, called the
Maildir Provider, that should handle received e-mails and mail folders in a
reliable way. We used the Java Modeling Language (JML) [7] to describe its
specification with DbC-style assertions. With this specification, we checked
the component thoroughly using the JML tools and then we could find bugs
in the code and the assertions. This process, which was actually performed
incrementally and repeatedly, enabled us to gradually obtain solid code and
the firm specification of the component. The final specification consists of
approximately 3,500 lines of assertions.
While we were carrying out the above process, we often observed the follow-
ing problem: changes made to an assertion in a class caused the propagation
of changes in the assertions within other classes. In principle, DbC assertions
in a class are independent from ones in other classes. But in real life, while we
were working with some large, seemingly unrelated classes, we often encoun-
tered the above phenomenon. This can be a serious obstacle for developing,
maintaining or extending a large-scale software with DbC. We have observed
that there are properties that span over the assertions in several program mod-
ules (classes or methods). The problem comes from the fact that the coverage
of such properties does not fit the inherent structure made from the program
modules. In other words, they crosscut the modules.
To overcome the problem, we introduced a new modularization mechanism
for assertions that aims to separate the crosscutting properties. The mecha-
nism is based on assertion aspect, a new notion in aspect-oriented technology.
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So far, we have designed a new behavioral interface specification language
Moxa, an extension of JML, that provides the mechanism.
Before developing Moxa tools, we have examined our idea by re-writing
the specification of the Maildir Provider using AspectJ [5] as a vehicle for
prototyping modules for assertion aspects. Then we have compared it to the
original specification in JML. The result shows that the new modularization
mechanism greatly simplifies the assertions in each program module by elim-
inating subexpressions that commonly exist in the assertions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section explains
the development of the Maildir Provider — our motivating example — and
its specification in JML. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of assertion
aspect and our behavioral specification language Moxa. Then, in Section 4,
we compare Moxa to JML by using the same example. Section 5 mentions
the related work. Section 6 offers a discussion of the results. We conclude in
Section 7.
2 The Motivating Example
2.1 The Maildir Provider
As a part of the AnZenMail client (mentioned in the previous section), we
developed the Maildir Folder Service Provider (Maildir Provider for short).
This is a JavaMail [12] component that manages maildir style mailboxes on
file systems. Maildir is the name of the mailbox format that is used in the
qmail [2] mail server. It specifies the structure for directories of incoming
e-mail messages and can provide reliable hierarchical mailboxes by using so-
phisticated algorithms for handling message files.
JavaMail API provides a platform-independent and protocol-independent
framework for constructing e-mail or other messaging applications in Java.
The API consists of two layers: an abstraction layer that provides classes and
interfaces used by the applications, and an implementation layer that contains
service providers. A service provider is a component (a set of classes) that
provides the functionality of a particular protocol or message store. Because
service providers are pluggable component, we can easily extend any JavaMail
based applications by plugging new service providers. Sun distributes services
providers for standard e-mail protocols such as SMTP, POP3 and IMAP with
their reference implementation of the JavaMail API. The Maildir Provider
is a service provider for maildir message stores (mailboxes). These service
providers are plugged into the AnZenMail client.
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1 public abstract class Folder {
2 /*@ public behavior
3 @ requires
4 @ chkState_connected(...) && chkName(...) && ...;
5 @ ensures
6 @ chkState_eq(...) && chkName_eq(...) && ...
7 @ && chkResult_getMessageCount(\result);
8 @ also public behavior ...
9 @*/
10 public abstract /*@ pure @*/
11 int getMessageCount() throws MessagingException;
12
13 /*@ public behavior
14 @ requires
15 @ chkState_open(...) && chkName(...) && ...;
16 @ ensures
17 @ chkState_eq(...) && chkName_eq(...) && ...
18 @ && chkResult_getMessage(\result);
19 @ also public behavior ...
20 @*/
21 public abstract /*@ pure @*/
22 Message getMessage(int msgnums) throws MessagingException;
23
24 /*@ public behavior
25 @ requires
26 @ chkState_closed(...) && chkName(...) && ...;
27 @ ensures
28 @ chkState_open(...) && chkName_eq(...) && ...;
29 @ also public behavior ...
30 @*/
31 abstract void open(int mode) throws MessagingException;
32
33 /*@ public behavior
34 @ requires
35 @ chkState_open(...) && chkName(...) && ...;
36 @ ensures
37 @ chkState_closed(...) && chkName_eq(...) && ...;
38 @ also public behavior ...
39 @*/
40 abstract void close(int mode) throws MessagingException;
41
42 ...
43 }
Fig. 1. Specification in JML
2.2 Specifying the Maildir Provider using JML
We used the Java Modeling Language (JML) [7] to describe the specification
of the Maildir Provider. JML is a behavioral interface specification language
tailored to Java. JML supports DbC style assertions for describing behavioral
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specifications.
Figure 1 is an abridged JML specification of the class Folder. This class
is a part of the Maildir Provider. In JML, a specification consists of assertions
written within special annotation comments that starts with the “@” sign. The
keywords requires, ensures and signals are respectively used to specify the
pre-condition, the (normal) post-condition and the exceptional post-condition
of the method.
2.3 Properties to be Validated
Because the Maildir Provider provides the functionality of managing local
mailboxes, its reliability is essential to ensure the reliability of the entire appli-
cation. To ensure the reliability of our implementation of the Maildir Provider,
we will validate the following properties:
(i) The implementation conforms to the interface and behavior defined in
JavaMail API.
(ii) The directory structure of a mailbox managed by the implementation is
always consistent.
(iii) Messages stored in a mailbox managed by the implementation should
never be lost even when the application stops within the code of the
implementation.
We specified these properties as JML assertions embedded in the source code
of our Maildir Provider implementation. To describe the specification, we took
the following approaches.
Behavioral Subtype Relations (for (i)): The public classes in our
Maildir Provider implementation are defined by inheriting the classes in the
abstraction layer of JavaMail API. This obviously implies the correctness of
the syntactic interfaces (aka type correctness). Thus, we should only check
that the behavior of our Maildir Provider implementation conforms to the
behavioral specification defined in JavaMail. In other words, we should check
that each public class in the implementation is the behavioral subtype [9] of its
corresponding class (or interfaces) in the abstraction layer of JavaMail. Here,
the behavioral subtype relation is a subtype relation where the instance of the
super class in this relation can be replaced by the instance of its subclass safely.
To validate this property, we write the behavior of the classes and interfaces
defined by the abstract layer of JavaMail as the pre- and post-condition using
JML.
Consistency of Maildir Folders (for (ii) and (iii)): In our Maildir
Provider implementation, the module-private class MaildirManager imple-
ments the operations on mailboxes and message files. The Maildir Provider
always operates directories and message files in the file system through this
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class. Thus, to validate the properties (ii) and (iii) shown above, we only
need to focus on this class. To validate the property (ii) by focusing on the
class MaildirManager, we wrote post-conditions that represent the property:
all the messages in the folder should not be affected, except for the messages
handled the methods.
Before that, to make the validation of the property (iii) easier, we made a
simple program transformation on the methods of the class MaildirManager.
The program trasformation splits one complex method into multiple simple
methods. After this transformation, each method satisfies the property that
the number of operations on the file system is at most one. Thus, we can
explicitly represent the inherent state transition caused by the invocation of
the methods by using DbC style assertions. We validated the property that all
the methods of the class MaildirManager do not corrupt or lose the messages
(except for the method handling messages).
2.4 Validating the Implementation
We have tested our implementation using the JML tools. We could find some
problems on the earlier versions of our Maildir Provider implementation. One
of the problems is double escaping at the conversion between the URL name
used to specify the folder location and the path showing actual folder lo-
cation. Another problem is incorrect indexing of the messages in a maildir
folder. Actually, we had been able to find most of the problems in the earlier
implementation at the specification phase. Unit testing could find a few, but
hard-to-find, problems. The size of the final Java code of the Maildir Provider
and the final JML specification (without the code) are 2,500 and 3,500 lines.
3 Assertion Aspects in Moxa
3.1 Crosscutting Properties
In the specification described in the previous section, assertion expressions
become complicated and bulky. This makes it difficult to develop the code
and the specification incrementally with keeping the consistency of among
assertions and code. Moreover, it becomes difficult to synchronize modification
between a method and corresponding assertions.
The source of these problems is the mismatch of modularization struc-
tures between the assertions and the code. In JML, we write assertions as
annotations associated to classes and methods. This forces that assertions are
grouped into classes. But this is not always appropriate for the modularization
of assertions. Figure 1 (in Section 2.2) exemplifies the problem.
In this example, the logical formula for each assertion is the product of
conditions concerning (1) the states of an instance of this class (chkState*),
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1 public spec S {
2 public behavior
3 requires Pre1;
4 ensures Post1;
5 Ta C1.m1(T1 x1, ...);
6 Tb C2.m2(T2 x2, ...);
7
8 public behavior
9 requires Pre2;
10 ensures Post2;
11 Tc C3.m3(T3 x3, ...);
12 Td C4.m4(T4 x4, ...);
13 }
Fig. 2. An Assertion Aspect in Moxa
(2) the names of the instance (chkName*), (3) return values (chkResult*) and
so on. Here, we can see that these conditions appear in all methods; they are
crosscutting over the methods.
3.2 Aspects in AspectJ
Aspect-oriented Programing (AOP) [6] is a programming technique for mod-
ularizing concerns that cross-cut the modules in programs. Some kind of code
fragments related to concerns such as logging, synchronization, exception han-
dling or performance optimization, are mingled within functional modules. In
other words, they cross-cut the modules. AspectJ [5] is an extension of Java
that provides a mechanism for modularizing such tangled code. The key no-
tions of the mechanism are pointcut and advice. A pointcut is a set of join
points that are particular locations on the control flow of the program. An
advice is a pair of pointcut and a code fragment executed at the location
selected by the pointcut. An aspect consists of a set of advice.
3.3 Assertion Aspects in Moxa
The notion of aspect in Moxa is different from the one in AspectJ. The differ-
ence is that an aspect in Moxa is applied to specifications (logical expressions
written as annotations), while an aspect in AspectJ is applied to code. We call
aspects in Moxa assertion aspects to avoid confusion with aspects in AspectJ.
Figure 2 shows that how an assertion aspect is defined. In this definition,
S is the name of this assertion aspect, C1 · · · C4 are class names, m1 · · · m4
are method names, x1 · · · x4 are identifiers (arguments) and Ta · · · Td, T1 · · ·
T4 are type descriptors. Pre1 and Pre2 (Post1 and Post2) are pre-conditions
(post-conditions) respectively.
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1 public spec FolderState {
2 public behavior
3 requires chkState_connected(...)
4 ensures chkState_eq(...)
5 public int Folder.getMessageCount()
6 throws MessagingException;
7
8 public behavior
9 requires chkState_open(...)
10 ensures chkState_eq(...)
11 public Message Folder.getMessage(int msgnums)
12 throws MessagingException;
13
14 public behavior
15 requires chkState_closed(...)
16 ensures chkState_open(...)
17 void Folder.open(*) throws MessagingException;
18
19 public behavior
20 requires chkState_open(...)
21 ensures chkState_closed(...)
22 void Folder.close(*) throws MessagingException;
23
24 ...
25 }
Fig. 3. An Assertion Aspect Specifying State Transition of Folders (abridged)
An assertion aspect is a collection of advice (as in AspectJ). Figure 2 has
two advice: lines 2–6 and lines 8–12.
The advice is a pair of a pointcut and an assertion condition. The pointcut
is a set of join points that are locations on the control flow of a program.
The location on the control flow where we want to test the pre- or post-
condition of the constructors or the methods, pre- and post-condition location
respectively and we call them assertion locations. Because the assertion in
Moxa is based on DbC, a join point is normally identical to the assertion
location. A descriptions of pointcuts (e.g., lines 5–6) consists of a set of
method signatures and positional keywords requires (or ensures). The first
advice (lines 2–6) in Figure 2 describes two pointcuts at once that show the
pre-condition location of method m1 and m2, and the post-condition location
of these methods.
A join point in Moxa corresponds to a location in the ordinary assertion
declaration technique where the assertion declaration is inserted. In the or-
dinary assertion declaration technique, when we want to describe the same
assertion in two or more assertion locations, we have to describe assertions for
each of those assertions locations. On the other hand, in Moxa, we can de-
scribe the condition of these assertions only once by an advice whose pointcut
selects these assertion locations.
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3.4 Example
Figure 3 is an assertion aspects that specifies the state transition of the class
Folder (described in Figure 1). This assertion aspect captures and modular-
izes a concern (on state) on folders. In this example, the logical expression
in each pre-/post-condition consists of the invocation of a method such as
chkState_open. These methods are defined in actual classes (thus they are
implementation dependent) and provide actual state information. This makes
the assertion aspect FolderState implementation independent.
4 Specifying Maildir Provider in Moxa
In this section, we compare Moxa to JML by using the same example. The
target of the specifications is a part of the Maildir Provider; we compared the
specifications of its classes defined in the abstract layer of JavaMail (Store,
and its super class, Service). The items of comparison are the number of
modules (the number of classes in JML and the number of assertion aspects
in Moxa), the number of assertions (the number of pre- and post conditions in
JML and the number of advice in Moxa), and the number of lines (comments
included). The result of comparison is shown in Table 1, and its characteristics
are described below.
Number of Modules: In the case of JML, the number of modules for each
class is 1 because a modularization unit of JML must be matched to the class
or interfaces. In the case of Moxa, the number of modules are 3 and 5 for
the class Service and Store, respectively. This is because, each crosscutting
condition of assertion can be split into different assertion aspects.
Number of Assertions: In the case of JML, the number of assertions
are 42 and 53 for the class Service and Store, respectively. In the case
of Moxa, the number of assertions are 13 and 18 for the class Service and
Store, respectively, and each number is smaller than the case of JML. This is
because crosscutting conditions over the assertions includes the same logical
expressions, and they can be organized into an advice in Moxa.
Number of Lines in Assertions: The number of lines in assertion descrip-
tions in JML are 190 and 149 for the class Service and Store respectively.
On the other hand, the total number of lines in assertion aspects of the Moxa
specification are 152 and 286, for the class Service and Store respectively.
Thus, we can see that the average number of lines in an assertion aspect is
much smaller than the average number of lines in the JML specification. This
comes from the fact that the same logical expression of assertions for some
join points are merged into one advice in Moxa using pointcuts.
This result shows that using Moxa, the size of each module in a specifi-
cation will be reduced. We can also expect that this can clarify large and
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Table 1
Comparison of the Two Specifications
JML Moxa
Service Store Service Store
# of Modules 1 1 3 5
# of Assertions 42 53 13 18
# of Lines 190 149 152 286
# of Lines / Module 190 149 51 57
Table 2
Number of Changes in the Specifications
JML Moxa
Service Store Service Store
# of Changes 42 53 6 4
# of Lines in Changes 190 149 54 40
complex specifications by modularizing crosscutting properties that span over
the program modules.
Locality of Changes: Table 2 shows the effect of a simple change in
the code. Here, we replace the method boolean Service.isConnected() to
boolean Service.notConnected(). The table summarizes the effect of this
change on the specifications: the number of the modules (classes in JML and
assertion aspects in Moxa) we should fix and the number of lines possibly to
be affected. In the Moxa specification of the class Service (Store), we should
only change 6 (4) modules. Please note that we don’t need to examine the
rest of the modules. The number of assertions and the number of lines to
be changed dramatically decreases, because of aspect-orientation. This result
shows that Moxa provides higher locality in specification.
5 Related Work
Injecting assertion validation code into application modules is a typical ap-
plication of AOP. There have already been several proposals on describing
assertions using AspectJ [8,3,4]. They point out the problems of embedding
assertions in the program code and propose ways to describe assertions sepa-
rately from program code. Especially, Lippert and Lopes [8] investigate that
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global properties on exception detection and handling can be systematically
represented using AspectJ.
Though writing validation code in AspectJ is one possible way to modu-
larize assertions, it is generally complex and error prone task. Moreover, this
style of assertion description is specialized to runtime validation. This means
that using assertions with other analysis/verification tools is difficult.
Since Moxa has a dedicated syntax, specifications written in this language
can be used not only for runtime validation, but also with other tools. Cur-
rently we are implementing Moxa processor as a translator to JML. Thus, it
is possible to use existing JML tools.
Contract4J [1] is another tool that supports DbC in Java. This tool pro-
vides annotation based syntax for assertions and uses AspectJ for injecting
validation code.
Pipa [14] is an extension of JML whose target language is AspectJ. With
this language, we can describe assertions for the AspectJ constructs such as
advice or introduction. However, as in JML, assertions in Pipa are modular-
ized within target language (AspectJ) modules; i.e., classes or aspects. This
means that Pipa does not provide modularization of crosscutting properties.
Extending Moxa to support AOP languages is future work.
6 Discussion
6.1 Modularization of Assertions
The simple assertion description technique for object-oriented programming
language based on DbC such as JML has no mechanisms to control the map-
ping between assertions and methods. So, specifying pre- and post-conditions
are permitted at most once a method, and they must be modularized by the
unit of classes. On the other hand, Moxa enables us to describe assertions
independently of the program structure considering assertion assignment lo-
cation consists of a class, a method, and pre- or post-condition locations as
pointcut and assertion description as advice. In the technique, for example,
the following style of assertion declarations are permitted.
• Specifying assertions to a class from one or more assertion aspects.
• Specifying one or more assertions to an assertion location (logical expression
of these assertions are associated with logical product).
• Specifying assertions to one or more classes from one assertion aspect.
Using Moxa, we can split the behavior of object or object group into several
independent sides, and we can describe each side of behavior into separated
assertion aspects. This feature holds the scale and complexity of assertion
aspects small. Moreover, the viewpoint of each assertion aspect becomes nar-
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rowed to some simple side. Hence, expressing and understanding the meaning
of an assertion aspect becomes easy. Also, the maintainability and quality of
assertion aspects and corresponding programs are improved.
6.2 From Incremental Refinement to Model-Driven Development
In Moxa, we can describe JML annotations along with assertion aspects, be-
cause Moxa is an extension of JML. Therefore, Moxa enables us not only to
modularize assertions as assertion aspects independent of the programs struc-
ture, but also to specify assertions as annotations embedded into the program.
Such a feature is favorable for the incremental development. Concretely, we
can specify assertions using in-place annotations for the program code at the
early stage of development or modified rapidly. Then, the code becoming sta-
ble and crosscutting properties are unveiled, we can extract assertion aspects
from annotations. This process can be used for incremental refinement of
existing code.
For example, suppose that we can extract an assertion aspect (say A1)
from a specification of an existing system. And suppose that A1 captures the
state transition of modules in the system (as in Figure 3) If A1 can be refined
to A2 that represents a more reliable state model
3 , the we can re-apply A2
to the original code and validate it to refine the code itself. This process can
gradually improves the reliability of existing code.
Moreover, assertion aspects may represent other models. A sort of model-
driven development (as in [13]) might be possible by using appropriate tools
that generate a code skeleton from an assertion aspect. We need more inves-
tigation towards this direction.
7 Concluding Remarks
This paper presented the notion of assertion aspects and a new behavioral in-
terface specification language Moxa that provides a modularization mechanism
for assertions. The mechanism enables us to separate crosscutting properties
spanning over multiple assertions. It can clarify a large, complex specification
and also can greatly simplify the assertions in the specification by eliminating
common logical subexpressions. Assertion aspect broadens the scope of AOP
by providing the separation of specification concerns, instead of code concerns.
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Abstract
Today’s component models as well as architectural description languages (ADLs)
compose components either using direct or indirect method calls. When using
direct method calls, components carry out computation, originate control to and
perform communication between each other. When using indirect message calls,
components are connected using connectors encapsulating communication between
them. The components in these (ADL) systems are supposed to do computation
only. However, in this paper we show that components in ADLs not only perform
communication as intended but also originate control towards connectors resulting
again in a mixture of control and computation inside components. To separate
control from computation in component-based systems we have been developing a
new component model aimed at separation of control from computation. In this
paper we show how it can be used to build modular and maintainable systems and
argue that our component model has its place in Model-driven architecture.
1 Introduction
In component-based software development [23], composition is a central is-
sue. Architecture description languages (ADLs) [22] provide connectors as
composition operators. However, traditional ADLs do not separate computa-
tion (components) from interaction (connectors) as cleanly as intended, thus
mixing two semantically different concerns and complicating architectural rea-
soning. Components not only perform computation, but also initiate control,
which is then passed by the connectors to other components. To separate com-
putation from control and to make compositional reasoning more tractable,
we believe it is necessary to improve encapsulation of computation (compo-
nents) as well as control (connectors). Therefore we have been developing
a component model with component composition operators called exogenous
c©2005 ABMB
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connectors for component composition. These connectors provide composi-
tion mechanisms different from those in existing component models (including
ADLs) [14,15], in that they completely capture control, leaving components
to encapsulate only computation. In this paper, we present how we separate
computation from control and join them together in a system as well as point
out the properties of the resulting systems.
2 Separation of Control from Computation
A component model defines components and composition operators to connect
them. In our component model components do solely computational tasks.
To compose components together in a system we have special composition
operators, exogenous connectors, whose distinguishing characteristic is that
they encapsulate control in the system. By having this, we can fully separate
control from computation in a component-based system. This is in contrast to
C
A
B
D
E
(a) Components and connectors (b) Control flow
Fig. 1. Traditional ADLs.
traditional ADLs, where components are supposed to represent computation,
and connectors interaction between components [16] (Figure 1 (a)). Actually,
however, components represent computation as well as control, since control
originates in components, and is passed on by connectors to other components.
This is illustrated by Figure 1 (b), where the origin of control is denoted by a
dot in a component, and the flow of control is denoted by arrows emanating
from the dot and arrows following connectors.
In this situation, components are not truly independent, i.e. they are
tightly coupled, albeit only indirectly via their ports.
In general, component connection schemes in current component models
(including ADLs) use message passing, and fall into two main categories: (i)
connection by direct message passing; and (ii) connection by indirect message
A
b();
C
B
a();B.a();
C.b(); C.b();
D
c();
E
D.c();
Fig. 2. Connection by direct message passing.
passing. Direct message passing corresponds to direct method calls, as exem-
2
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plified by objects calling methods in other objects (Figure 2), using method or
event delegation, or remote procedure call (RPC). Software component models
that adopt direct message passing schemes as composition operators are En-
terprise JavaBeans [10], CORBA Component Model [20], COM [3], UML2.0
[19] and KobrA [2]. In these models, there is no explicit code for connectors,
since messages are ’hard-wired’ into the components, and so connectors are
not separate entities.
Indirect message passing corresponds to coordination (e.g. RPC) via con-
nectors, as exemplified by ADLs. Here, connectors are separate entities that
are defined explicitly. Typically they are glue code or scripts that pass mes-
sages between components indirectly. To connect a component to another
component connector
B.a();
notify();
notify();
C.b();
K2
K1
A
a();
b();
B
C
notify();
C.b();
K1.notify();
K2.notify();
K3.notify();
c(); D.c();
notify(); K4.notify();
D K4 EK3
Fig. 3. Connection by indirect message passing.
component a connector is used that when notified by the former invokes a
method in the latter (Figure 3). Besides ADLs, other software component
models that adopt indirect message passing schemes are JavaBeans [5], Koala
[25], SOFA [21], PECOS [18], PIN [12] and Fractal [4].
In connection schemes by message passing, direct or indirect, control orig-
inates in and flows from components, as in Figure 1 (b). This is clearly the
case in both Figure 2 and Figure 3.
By contrast, in exogenous connection, control originates in and flows from
connectors, leaving components to encapsulate only computation. This is il-
lustrated by Figure 4. In Figure 4 (a), components do not call methods in
other components. Instead, all method calls are initiated and coordinated by
exogenous connectors. The latter’s distinguishing feature of control encap-
sulation is clearly illustrated by Figure 4 (b), in clear contrast to Figure 1
(b).
Exogenous connectors thus encapsulate control (and data), i.e. they ini-
tiate and coordinate control (and data). With exogenous connection, compo-
nents are truly independent and decoupled resulting in a system with sepa-
rated control and computation.
Exogenous connection is not provided by any existing software component
models (including ADLs). However, exogenous connection has been defined as
exogenous coordination in coordination languages for concurrent computation
[1]. Also, in object-oriented programming, the courier pattern [7] uses the idea
of exogenous connection whereby a courier object links a producer-consumer
pair of objects by calling the produce method in the producer object and then
3
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A
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B
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E
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(b) Control flow
Fig. 4. Connection by exogenous connectors.
calling the consume method in the consumer object with the result of the
produce method. The courier pattern doesn’t define a hierarchy, though.
2.1 Hierarchy of Control
The concept of exogenous connection entails a type hierarchy of exogenous
connectors. Because they encapsulate all the control in a system, such con-
nectors have to connect to one another (as well as components) in order to
build up a complete control structure for the system. For this to be possible,
there must be a type hierarchy for these connectors. Therefore such a hier-
archy must be defined for any component model that is based on exogenous
connection. In this section we describe the connector type hierarchy for our
component model.
In our component model, 1 components are units of computation linked
by exogenous connectors. A component is a unit of software with (i) an
interface that specifies the services it provides (i.e. its methods) and the
services it requires, and the dependencies between the two sets of services;
and (ii) code that implements the provided services. In essence it is similar to
Szyperski’s definition [23]. However, our components do not invoke methods
or services in other components. Rather, they only perform their provided
services (methods) when they are invoked from outside, by connectors. Thus
our components encapsulate computation only.
Connectors are composition operators that compose components into sys-
tems. They are exogenous, i.e. they initiate and coordinate method calls
in components, and handle their results. Thus they determine control flow
1 We do not give a full description; it is not necessary here.
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and data flow, i.e. they encapsulate communication in general, and control in
particular.
In the connector type hierarchy for our component model, components are
obviously a basic type. Because components are not allowed to call methods in
other components, we need an exogenous method invocation connector. This
is a unary operator that takes a component, invokes one of its methods, and
receives the result of the invocation.
To structure the control and data flow in a set of components or a system,
we need other connectors for sequencing exogenous method calls to different
components. So we need n-ary connectors for connecting invocation connec-
tors, and n-ary connectors for connecting these connectors, and so on. In
other words, we need a hierarchy of connectors of different arities and types.
B
C
D
E
F
G
A
B
C
A
D
E
F
G
(a) Acme (b) C2
E D B A C F G
(c) Exogenous connection
Fig. 5. Corresponding architectures.
For example, consider a system whose architecture can be described in
the Acme [8] and C2 [24] ADLs by the architectures in Figure 5 (a) and
(b) respectively. Using exogenous connectors in our component model, the
corresponding architecture is that shown in Figure 5 (c). In the latter, the
lowest level of connectors are unary invocation connectors that connect to
single components; the second-level connectors are binary and connect pairs
of invocation connectors; and the connectors at levels 3 and 4 are of variable
arities and types. Note that at the top level, there is only one connector.
In general, connectors at any level other than the first can be of variable
arities; connectors at any level higher than two can be of variable arities and
types; and we can define any number of levels of connectors. Connectors at
level n for any n > 1 can be defined in terms of connectors at levels 1 to
(n− 1), according to the following type hierarchy:
5
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Basic types Component, Result;
Connector types L1 ≡ Invocation ≡ Component −→ Result;
L2 ≡ L1× . . .× L1 −→ Result;
L3 ≡ L× . . .× L −→ Result
where L is either L1 or L2;
· · ·
Thus level-one and level-two connectors are not polymorphic since they can
connect only to invocation connectors, but connectors at higher levels are.
They can connect to any kind of connectors.
More formally, for an arbitrary number n of levels, the connector type
hierarchy can be defined in terms of dependent types and polymorphism as
follows:
L1 ≡ Component −→ Result;
L2 ≡ L1× . . .× L1 −→ Result;
For 2 < i ≤ n, Li ≡ L(j1)× . . .× L(jm) −→ Result, for some m
where jk ∈ {1, ...., (i− 1)} for 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
and L(i) =

L1 , i = 1
L2 , i = 2
...
Ln , i = n.
2.2 Component Composition
Just as exogenous connection entails a connector type hierarchy, so the latter
in turn entails a strictly hierarchical way of constructing systems by composing
components. As illustrated by Figure 5 (c), in such a system, components
form a flat layer, and the entire control structure (of connectors) sits on top of
this. Beyond level 1, the precise choice of connectors, the number of levels of
connectors, and the connection structure, depend on the relationship between
the behaviour of the individual components and the behaviour that the whole
system is supposed to achieve. Whatever the control structure, however, it is
strictly hierarchical, which means that there is always only one connector at
the top level. This is the connector that initiates control flow in the whole
system.
2.2.1 The Bank Example
Consider a bank system, whose architecture is described in Acme in Figure 6
(a). The system has just one ATM that serves two bank consortia (BC1 and
6
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BC1
BC2
ATM
B1
B2
B3
B4 BC1 ATM BC2 B3 B4B1B2
S1 S2
P2 P3
P1
S3
(a) Acme (b) Exogenous connection
Fig. 6. Architecture of the bank example.
BC2), each with two bank branches (B1 and B2, B3 and B4 respectively).
The ATM passes customer requests together with customer details to the
customer’s bank consortium, which in turn passes them on to the customer’s
bank branch. The bank branches provide the usual services of withdrawal,
deposit, balance check, etc.
The Bank System’s architecture in Figure 6 (b) is a refinement of Figure 5
(c). At level 1, each component has an invocation connector. At level 2, there
is a selector connector S1 that is used to select the customer’s bank branch
from banks B1 and B2, prior to invoking that branch’s methods requested by
the customer. Similarly, there is a level-2 selector connector S2 for choosing
between B3 and B4, prior to invoking their methods requested by the cus-
tomer. To pass values from one bank consortium to one of its banks we need
a pipe connector; at level 3, we have two pipe connectors P2 and P3, for BC1
and BC2 respectively. At level 4, S3 is a selector connector that selects the
customer’s bank consortium from consortia BC1 and BC2. Finally, at level
5, the top level, the pipe connector P1 initiates the bank system’s operational
cycle by passing customer requests and card information to the ATM , invok-
ing the ATM ’s methods, and then passing the resulting value to connector
S3.
3 Joining Control and Computation
In addition to their hierarchical nature, exogenous connectors can also be im-
plemented in a generic manner. That is, application-independent templates
for these connectors can be created, which can be reused for different appli-
cations by creating application-specific instances. These generic exogenous
connectors can be deposited in a repository and retrieved on demand for each
application. Furthermore, for any specific application with an exogenous con-
trol or connection structure, the generic connectors can be instantiated, on
the fly, into the instances in the latter’s connection structure. This means
that it is possible to generate the control flow of a system dynamically and
automatically from its architecture.
To illustrate this, consider the connection structure of the Bank example
in Figure 6 (b). The system contains three pipe connectors and three selector
7
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connectors (as well as seven invocation connectors). Each of these connectors
hosts different connector types (and in different numbers). For example, the
pipe P1 hosts a selector S3 and an invocation connector I4 for the component
ATM, whereas the pipe P2 hosts a selector S1 and an invocation connector I3
for the componentBC1. Although the two pipes are doing completely different
things, they have been constructed from the same template. The template is
generic enough to embody different instances. So, P1 is an instance of the
pipe template that hosts the selector S3 and the invocation connector I4, and
P2 is an instance that hosts the selector S1 and the invocation connector I3.
The same applies to selector and invocation connectors (and indeed to
any connector). A selector connector template can take any number of any
connectors, and an invocation connector template can call any method on any
component.
Thus we can automate the process of control flow construction for any
system with an exogenous connection structure by instantiating connector
templates into instances in the latter. Indeed, we have implemented a generic
container [13] for joining control and computation, which can construct, on
the fly, the control flow for any exogenous connection structure expressed as an
XML description. For system developers the process of system construction is
reduced to the provision of components (encapsulating computation only) and
a description of the system’s connection structure. From these, the generic
container automatically generates the run-time system. 2
Figure 7 illustrates this using the bank example.
with control flow
exogenous
connectors
(a) generic
each other
control to
not originating
components(c)
Generic container
Interface to the run−time system
A run−time system
by the container
generated automatically</...>
<...>
<...>
control structure
XML description of(b) <...>
I4I3I2I1
B2 B4B1 BC1 ATM BC2 B3
P
I5 I6 I7
S1 S2
P2 P3
S3
P1
I
S
Fig. 7. Automated system construction using a container.
The top-level connector is exposed by the generic container to provide a
user interface to the system. As in the classic Model View Controller pattern
[6], the system can have several user interfaces to the same business logic.
Finally, in this example, we need and use only three connector types. Other
systems may require more, and these can be defined and used in the same way
as in this example. 3
2 In [13] we show that our container is different from containers in existing component
models like EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans) and CCM (CORBA Component Model) in that
the latter only execute control flow already fixed in and between the components; they do
not generate control flow automatically.
3 We have built an Automated Train Protection System (ATP) using exogenous connectors
and the generic container. In that system we could reuse the pipe, selector and invocation
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4 MDA-like system construction
The system construction introduced above is MDA-like. Figure 8 shows our
various models at the various levels of abstractions. We start by constructing
XML
<...>
   <...>
      <...>
         <...>
<...>
model
platform−independent
Rules Rules
visual model
Implementation−independent
on a platform
runtime system
BC1 ATM BC2 B3 B4
I5 I7I6I4I3
S2
B1B2
I2I1
S1
P2 P3
S3
P1
I5
B2 B1 BC1 ATM BC2 B3 B4
I7I6I4I3
P1
S3
P3P2
S2S1
I1 I2
Fig. 8. MDA-like system construction
an implementation-independent visual model of a system. This is similar to
ADL diagrams. Subsequently, we use a set of rules to transform the visual
model into an XML-based one. The XML-based model is not at the level of
abstraction of the visual model any more as it contains more details about
the system. However, it is platform-independent. Finally, we transform the
platform-independent model of the system into a running system using a set
of rules. The running system contains instances of components and connec-
tors and is platform-dependent. The generic container builds up the system
following the XML model. Note, that by contrast to ADLs we do not generate
code from our model but use a generic container to build up and instantiate
the system on the fly.
Note that since the four-level metamodel hierarchy in MDA is relative [17],
we do not attempt here to put our models from Figure 8 into specific levels
M0-M3 in MDA.
5 Properties of Systems
Systems built using our component model are easy to manage because they
are modular and maintainable. And this, in turn, is due to separation of two
concerns in these systems: control flow and computation.
5.1 Modularity
As we have seen in the bank example, the top-level connector in a system
with exogenous connectors provides an interface to the system. Similarly, any
connector in the system provides an interface to the subsystem of which it is
the top-most connector. Thus a system with exogenous connectors is modular,
and any part of the system is an independent subsystem. Such subsystems
can be tested or reused separately.
connector from the Bank Example. Furthermore, we introduced a sequencer connector
and an ATP-specific connector. Further applications of our component model to different
domains are being performed.
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Figure 9 shows two subsystems in the bank example. Subsystem1 repre-
P3
B3 B4BC2
S2
I5 I6 I7
Subsystem2
Subsystem1
Fig. 9. Subsystems.
sents the subsystem that takes the customer information passed on by the
ATM component, and executes the action requested by the customer. To
do this task, Subsystem1 uses the functionality of Subsystem2, the subsystem
that actually carries out the action.
Subsystem1 and Subsystem2 have a specific function each that can be
tested and verified independently. Moreover, the subsystems can also be
reused independently of each other. As the figure shows, each subsystem
has an interface which provides an entry and exit point for control and data.
All required resources, such as data accessed by the subsystem, are either
contained within the subsystem or explicitly identified as input or output to
the subsystem via its interface. Thus each subsystem can be reused as an
independent unit.
5.2 Maintainability
As a corollary of its modularity, a system based on our component model is
maintainable. Not only can a subsystem be tested and reused separately, as
we have seen, but also a subsystem can be easily added to or removed from a
connection structure.
Consider the scenario of adding a new subsystem to the bank example, for
example a new consortium BC3 with banks B5, B6 and B7, as shown in Fig-
ure 10. In a traditional port-based architecture (e.g. Figure 10 (a)), because
components are tightly coupled and connectors embedded into them, this ad-
dition will require some modifications in the code of the existing components.
It is necessary not only to define the required ports in ATM and BC3, but
also to add the code in ATM to direct the control flow in the system to BC3
whenever BC3 is the consortium that the customer’s bank belongs to. By
contrast, using exogenous connectors (Figure 10 (b)), existing components do
not need to be modified. It is only necessary to redefine the connector S3,
by adding a new condition and its corresponding action, i.e. if the customer’s
bank is in BC3, then execute the subsystem with P4 as its interface.
With the container in Figure 7 for systems in our component model, typical
maintenance tasks such as replacing, adding or removing subsystems will only
10
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Fig. 10. Adding a new bank consortium.
involve changing the XML description of the system’s connection structure.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have briefly presented our component model and a qualitative
analysis of its potential advantages over traditional ADLs.
We believe that the overall benefit of using exogenous connectors is that
they separate control from computation in component-based systems. Ex-
ogenous connectors make components truly independent and therefore more
reusable in different architectures, because they take control out of compo-
nents totally, leaving the latter to perform purely computation. Exogenous
connectors make hierarchical system design possible, due to their own strictly
hierarchical nature. They also make system construction easier by enabling au-
tomated control flow generation from a system’s architecture. Systems based
on our component model are easier to manage because they are modular and
maintainable. All these advantages mean that using our component model
should result in not only reduced time to market, but also reduced software
production and maintenance costs.
We think that our component model can find its specific place in the
Model-driven architecture as systems in our component model, systems are
constructed by model transformation beginning with a visual model through
the XML model towards the runtime system. The runtime system is con-
structed following a ’construction plan’, which is the XML description of ex-
ogenous connection of the system, used by the generic container. The system
description is platform-independent, which is one of the key properties in
MDA.
However, in this paper we have not presented a quantitative analysis. Our
work on the component model is only beginning, and we do not have any
substantial experimental data to report yet. Nevertheless, we firmly believe
that our component model holds great promise, not only because of the afore-
mentioned advantages but also because of its potential to provide a unique
bridge between traditional ADLs and component-based software development.
The former is top-down, has a well-developed theory, but has not proved very
practical; the latter is bottom-up, has no firm theoretical foundations as yet,
but has a lot of practical support by way of tools and middleware. Construct-
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ing an architecture by putting an exogenous connection structure on top of
pre-existing components mixes software architecture with component-based
software development in a mutually beneficial manner. Thus, our component
model has the potential to combine the best of both worlds, and as future
work, we plan to gather quantitative information on the performance of ex-
ogenous connectors in practical component-based software development.
In terms of technical work, we also need to extend our component model
to concurrency, as well as layered architectures.
The work on coordination contracts presented in [9] suggests an approach
to facilitate evolution of software systems. The idea is to coordinate classes by
using a special language for expressing coordination rules among them. Code
for coordination contracts along with coordinated classes is compiled together
to yield the complete code for the system. In our approach we operate on
binaries. That is, the generic container takes components as well as connectors
as binaries. It then puts them together on the fly resulting in their increased
reuse potential. Code reuse is not preferable as the generated code for the
system has to be maintained just for that system thus complicating system’s
evolution. Our connectors are reusable entities whereas coordination contracts
from [9] are not intended to be reused. The coordination contracts approach
does not tackle software architecture issues.
The idea of hyperspaces introduced in [11] aims at identifying slices in the
program relating to a concern. Once the hyperslices are identified, weaving is
done. In this approach, again, after the code for the system has been woven,
the system cannot be changed without changing the code. Our approach
allows system changes to be performed by only changing the XML description
of the control structure in the system thus offering more flexibility in system
maintenance. Furthermore, we can reuse our components and connectors. By
contrast, the idea of hyperslices does not promote reuse.
In terms of dynamic composition and reconfiguration, our approach seems
to hold great potential. Using the generic container for constructing the sys-
tem on the fly gives the opportunity to govern dynamic architectural system
changes as well as reconfigurations by the container as well. In other words,
the generic container container can be extended to take an XML description of
additional connectors and components and connect them to a running system
on the fly. Such changes are however difficult to perform in a stateful system.
The number of connectors in a system constructed using exogenous con-
nectors might be bigger than in a system built using direct or indirect method
calls. This has its nature in the flexibility offered by our architectures. Al-
though, it can be argued that the generic container takes charge of the compo-
sition releaving the system developer from manual composition, the footprint
of the system gets larger with the increased number of connectors involved.
12
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Abstract
Within MDA models are usually created in the UML. However, one may prefer to
use different notations such as Petri-nets, for example, for modelling concurrency
and synchronization properties of systems. This paper claims that techniques that
are adopted within the context of MDA can also be beneficial in modelling systems
by using notations other than the UML. Petri-Nets are widely used for modelling
of business and application logic of information systems with web services. For
certain kinds of applications, therefore, Petri Nets can be more suitable for building
Computation Independent, Platform Independent and Platform Specific Models
(CIM, PIM and PSM). Unfortunately, the well-known problems with separation of
concerns in Petri Nets and keeping track of changes may hinder achieving the aim of
MDA: building reusable, portable and interoperable models. In this paper we define
Aspect Petri Nets as a structure of several Petri Nets and quantification rules for
weaving of those Petri Nets. Aspect Petri Nets are suitable for application of MDA;
they support traceability of changes and reusability, portability and interoperability
of models. We illustrate advantages of modelling in Aspect Petri Nets for MDA
application and describe necessary tool support.
Keywords: Model Driven Architecture application, Petri Nets, Aspect-oriented
system development, join point model, logic of weaving of aspects in Petri Nets,
model transformations
1 Introduction
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is attractive approach for system devel-
opment. The main idea of MDA is to separate system specification from
1 Email: Ella.Roubtsova@ou.nl
2 Email: M.Aksit@ewi.utwente.nl
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the details of its implementation platform [10] and develop three groups of
models: Computation Independent (CIM), Platform Independent (PIM) and
Platform Specific Models (PSM) [10]. The transformation steps from CIM to
PIM and from PIM to PSM should be specified as MDA mapping to guarantee
traceability of design decisions and model reuse for other platforms and other
systems [6].
Usually the models are created in the Unified Modelling Language (UML),
the standard language of MDA [9]. However, in practice other graphical design
notations are also widely used by different communities. The Model Driven
Architecture approach can be equally applied when developing systems in
notations different from the UML. One of these widely spread modelling tech-
niques is the Petri Net technique. It exists since 1962 [11] and during last
ten years this notation has extended its application domain. It is widely used
for design of distributed systems, business application logic and information
systems with web services [1,4]. An extended variant of Petri Nets namely
Coloured Petri Nets [7], that allows specifying data, is suitable for modelling
of CIM, PIM and PSM of different complexity. It possible to define the rules
of transformation from CIM to PIM and from PIM to PSM as rules of Petri
Net transformation.
Using Petri Nets for creating models for certain applications is attractive
but there are shortcomings. Having several years of experience in business
and industrial modelling using Coloured Petri Nets in master projects of our
students [3,5] we identify the shortcomings as follows:
• Petri Nets have a problem with separation of concerns. Adding non-localisable
concerns during model transformations from CIM to PIM and from PIM
to PSM usually results in unreadable and spaghetti-like Petri Nets. This
phenomenon is especially annoying for designers if the model does not fit
within the screen of a computer.
• Petri Nets do not support keeping track of modifications. This shortcoming
makes it difficult to reuse models, build them portable and interoperable,
because models do not allow tracing design decisions without additional
documentation.
The attempts to solve the problem with separation of concerns in Petri Nets
by means of extensions by colours [7] and hierarchy do not give the expected
result because colours and hierarchy hide concerns inside functions and hi-
erarchical transitions correspondingly and make separation of concerns even
more difficult.
It is well known that the object-oriented approach does not solve all the
problems with separation of concerns in Petri Nets [12].
Having experienced problems with Petri Net modelling in practice, we
set for ourselves the task to improve readability, traceability and reusability
of Petri Nets in order to make them suitable for application of the MDA
approach. To separate concerns in Petri Nets, we define Aspect Petri Nets
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as a structure of several Petri Nets and introduce a join point model in Petri
Nets. On the basis of the join point model we propose mechanisms for static
weaving Petri Nets together. To avoid one dimension of complexity when
introducing new ideas we restrict ourselves by classical Petri Nets, a subset of
Coloured Petri Nets.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows problems with sepa-
ration of concerns in Petri Nets. In Section 3 we define Aspect Petri Nets.
In Section 4 we propose a join point model and a language for weaving Petri
Nets together. Section 5 illustrates the usage of the language by examples of
weaving expressions and Petri Nets constructed in correspondence with those
expressions. Section 6 concludes the paper by indicating advantages of Aspect
Petri Nets for MDA application. Future work is also discussed in this Section.
2 Problems with separation of concerns in Petri Nets
In this section we give simplified examples of a computation independent
model, a platform independent model and a platform specific model repre-
sented in classical Petri Nets and show the shortcomings of Petri Nets for
MDA application.
CIM. Let us consider an Internet shop where a client is able to look at
offers, make his choice and purchase the chosen goods. A CIM of the Internet
shop shown in Figure 1 represents the system from the client point of view. A
token in the place client represents a client. One token in the place instance
restricts the number of clients by one. The actions that a client can fulfill
using the shop are the following:
• a client can look for a specific good (transition look);
• he/she can make a choice of a good (transition choose);
• then he/she can repeat searching and choosing (transition more)
• or pay for goods (transition pay) and leave the internet-shop.
client choice chosen ready
instance
look choose pay
more
Fig. 1. A CIM of an Internet shop
PIM. For the sake of simplicity our platform independent model contains
only two computation dependent concerns: logging all user initiated events
and cancelling work by a user.
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pay
deny2
permit
request
. deny
servicein
client
request1
service1
deny1
look
log1
cancel1
choice
log2
choose chosen
instance
cancel2
service2
more
log3
log4
ready
request2
Fig. 2. A model of the Internet shop with PSM elements. For simplicity we re-
strict ourselves to the dynamic service invocation feature of CORBA represented
by transitions request1, permit1, deny1 and request2, permit2, deny1.
The logging concern is non-localisable. Every transition initiated by a user
produces an output place log: log1, log2, log3, log4 (Figure 2).
The concern of cancelling presents an opportunity to cancel the process of
shopping at any intermediate point and return the system into its initial state.
The intermediate points are modelled by the places choice and chosen. The
initial state of the system is presented in the Petri Net Service by one token
depicted by a black bullet in place client and one token in place instance:
(client = 1, instance = 1).
PSM. A platform specific model should include architectural elements.
Now assume that we would like to use the CORBA platform that performs
dynamic service selection and invocation [1] Our Internet shop application
requests: a search service before transition look and a payment service before
transition pay.
Transition request1(request2) models a request of a service and produces
a service into its output place service1 (service2). If a service has not been
found then the control is taken by transition deny1 (deny2). If a service has
been found then transitions permit1 (permit2) takes control.
Analysing even our simplified example of PSM (Figure 2) we can see that
modelling several concerns worsens readability of the model. If we model
all the concerns taken into account in industrial applications, then we shall
loose the readability of our model completely. The track of design decisions
in the PSM is lost, i.e. design decisions cannot be recognized without addi-
tional description. It is difficult to trace the design decisions back and reuse
intermediate models for another platforms or applications.
To solve the problem of losing readability and traceability of design deci-
sions when modelling in Petri Nets we propose a new notation named Aspect
Petri Nets. This notation uses Petri Nets to model aspects separately and a
logical language to specify rules of aspect weaving. A concern is modelled by
weaving several aspects according to the specified weaving rules. The specifi-
cation of weaving rules allows backtracking design decisions. Weaving rules of
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a concern are used to visualise the concern model in form of the corresponding
Petri Net. Weaving rules allow constructing simulation models.
3 Aspect Petri Nets
3.1 General Principles of Aspect-Oriented Approach to Software Develop-
ment
The aspect-oriented approach has been successfully applied for creating aspect-
oriented programming languages [2]. The aspect-oriented approach to software
development defines an aspect as a unit designed to implement a concern that
cannot be localized [2]. To build an aspect-oriented approach based on a cho-
sen notation one should find a join point model and an aspect quantification
mechanism for this notation. A join point model defines the elements in a
model where aspects can be attached. The join point model depends on the
form of event and state presentation in the chosen notation. The join point
model restricts the allowed quantification or weaving expressions, i.e. the
types of predicates that a designer can use to attach aspects to each other. A
concern is represented by an aspect together with its weaving expression.
One of the main principle of the aspect-oriented approach is the princi-
ple of obliviousness of concern specification, which means that the concern
on which we quantify should not know about other concerns and the mecha-
nisms used for their quantification. Obliviousness allows designers to produce
independent specifications of aspects.
3.2 An Aspect Petri Net
Let us define an Aspect Petri Net follow the general principles of the aspect-
oriented approach to software development.
A classical Petri Net
is a tuple N = (P, T, F,M0), where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite
set of transitions, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∩ (T × P ) is the set of arcs, called a flow
relation, M0 is the initial marking P → {0, 1, 2, 3, ...} [8].
We define an Aspect Petri Net
as a triple A = (SN1, SN2, D(SN1, SN2)) where
• SN1 is a set of Petri nets to which we join an aspect;
• SN2 is a set of Petri nets specifying an aspect;
• D(SN1, SN2) → {true, false} is a logical expression, named a designator
or a weaving expression [2], that describes where the nets of set SN2 can be
invoked and how to join them to the nets of set SN1.
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N2
p1
ph
t1
t k
<<Petri Net>>
N1
p1
pl
t1
tm
<<Petri Net>>
1 n
<Designator>D(N1,N2)
invoke(N1.p, N2);  invoke(N1.t, N2)
joinToPlace(N1.p1,N_2.p2)
joinToTransition(N1.t1,N2.t2)
insertToPlace(N1.p1,N2.p2a,N2.p2b)
isertBeforeTransition(N1,t1,N2.t2, N2.p2a, N2.p2b)
insertAfterTransition(N1.t1,N2.t2, N2.p2a,N2.p2b)
Quantifiers
Predicates
Fig. 3. An Aspect Petri Net.
pay
more
write
log
inputinitial
capacity
cancel
Service
Logging Cancel
D (Service, Logging) D (Service, Cancel) D (Service, Request)
permit
request
deny
servicein
Request
client look choice choose chosen
instance
ready
Fig. 4. PSM in Aspect Petri Nets.
A classical Petri Net N is an Aspect Petri Net A = (∅, {N}, true) initialized
only ones without any rules, such that D(∅, N) = true.
An Aspect Petri Net such that sets SN1 = {N1} and SN2 = {N2} are
singletons can be represented by an abstract UML class diagram shown in
Figure 3: ¿ PetriNetÀ and ¿ Designator À. Stereotype ¿ PetriNetÀ
is used to represent a Petri Nets N modelling an aspect. All places and transi-
tions of a Petri Net are the attributes of an instance of this stereotype. Stereo-
type ¿ Designator À is a classifier for the association type representing
weaving of aspects. The association is unidirectional to guarantee oblivious-
ness of concern specification. The operations of stereotype ¿ Designator À
shown in Figure 3 are defined in Section 4 on the basis of the join point model.
To let our readers evaluate the advantages of modelling in Aspect Petri
Nets, we show in Figure 4 the PSM of our Internet shop modelled as an
Aspect Petri Net. The aspects are represented as simple Petri Nets and design
decisions are kept as designators also named weaving expressions. The PSM
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is easy to read and understand. The track of design decisions is kept by the
designators. For the simulation purpose the weaving expressions are applied
as constructive commands to build simulation models. In Section 5 we present
the weaving expressions and their constructive semantics for our case study.
But first, let us define a language for specification of weaving expressions.
4 A Language for Static Weaving of Classical Petri Nets
There are two types of designation points in classical Petri Nets: places and
transitions. The sets of places and transitions of weaved Petri Nets form the
join point model for static weaving of classical Petri Nets.
Let name specifications for< netName >, < placeName >, < transitionName >
and < setName > be given. For all definitions of next subsections we use the
following conventional names:
< N >,< N1 >,< N2 >::=< netName >;
< e >,< e1 >,< e2 >::=< p > | < t >;
< p >,< p1 >,< p2 >,< p
a
2 >,< p
b
2 >::=< placeName >;
< t >,< t1 >,< t2 >::=< transitionName > .
A pointcut designator for an Aspect Petri Nets must at least provide the
following basic operations, which are explained in the following subsections:
• Join ( Disjoin) to Place and Join ( Disjoin) to Transition operations which
are used to attach (detach) Aspect Petri Nets to (from) each other;
• Insert (Remove) to Place and Insert (Remove) to Transition operations,
which cut an Aspect Petri Nets and extend (reduce) this net.
4.1 Invocation a Petri Net
Definition 4.1 invoke(< N1 > . < e >,< N2 >). Let Petri Nets N1 and
N2 and a name of a designation point N1.e of net N1 be given. Operation
invoke(N1.e, N2) creates a copy e.N2 of net N2 and returns value true. The
names of all places and transitions of e.N2 are extended by prefix e.
4.2 Join Operations
Informally a join operation merges two elements of different nets together,
so that the resultant element gets the union of the input arcs and the union
of output arcs of both initial elements. The merged elements should be of
the same type: a place is merged with a place, a transition is merged with a
transition.
Definition 4.2 joinToP lace(< N1 > . < p1 >,< N2 > . < p2 >). Let two
Petri nets N1 = (P1, T1, F1,M
0
1 ) and N2 = (P2, T2, F2,M
0
2 ) (Figure 5) be given
where
• p1 ∈ P1, p2 ∈ P2;
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• •p1 is the set of input transitions of place N1.p1.
(We follow the traditional notation in Petri Nets [8])
• p1• is the set of output transitions of place N1.p1.
• •p2 is the set of input transitions of place N2.p2.
• p2• is the set of output transitions of place N2.p2.
• ({(t, p1)| t ∈ •p1} ∪ {(p1, t)| t ∈ p1•}) ∈ F1.
• ({(t, p2)| t ∈ •p2} ∪ {(p2, t)| t ∈ p2•}) ∈ F2.
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5 t6
  p1 p1  
  p2   p2
 
t1 t1  
  t2 t2  
t1    t1
t2    t2
N1
N2
t1
t2
p1.t5
t3
t4
p1.t6
  p2
  p1 p1  
  p2
joinToPlace(N1.p1,N2.p2)
N3
N1
N2
N3
joinToTransition(N1.t1, N2.t2)
p1
p2
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5 p6
t1.p5 t1.p6
p1
p2
p3
p4
t1
t2
t1.t2p1.p2
Fig. 5. Operations joinToPlace() and joinToTransition() .
Operation joinToP lace(N1.p1, N2.p2) creates net N3 and returns value true.
The net N3 = (P3, T3, F3,M
0
3 ) (Figure 5) is the following:
• P3 = P1 \ {p1} ∪ P2 \ {p2} ∪ p1.p2,
where p1.p2 is a new place with name p1.p2.
• •N3.p1.p2 = •N1.p1 ∪ •N2.p2 is the set of input transitions of N3.p1.p2.
Each transition t ∈ •N2.p2 is renamed in N3 to p1.t;
• N3.p1.p2• = N1.p1 • ∪N2.p2• is the set of output transitions of N3.p1.p2.
Each transition t ∈ N2.p2• is renamed in N3 to p1.t.
• T3 = T1 \ (•p1 ∪ p1•) ∪ T2 \ (•p2 ∪ p2•)) ∪ (•p1.p2 ∪ p1.p2•).
• F3 = F1 \ ({(t, p1)| t ∈ •p1} ∪ {(p1, t)| t ∈ p1•}) ∪
F2 \ ({(t, p2)| t ∈ •p2} ∪ {(p2, t)| t ∈ p2•}) ∪
{(t, p1.p2)| t ∈ •p1.p1} ∪ {(p1, p2, t)| t ∈ p1.p2•}.
• M03 : The markings of all places of P1 and P2 are the same. The marking of
place p1.p2 is the same as the marking of place p1.
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Definition 4.3 joinToTransition(< N1 > . < t1 >,< N2 > . < t2 >).
Let two Petri nets N1 = (P1, T1, F1,M
0
1 ) and N2 = (P2, T2, F2,M
0
2 ) be given,
such that
• t1 ∈ T1; t2 ∈ T2;
• •t1 is the set of names of input places of transition N1.t1.
• t1• is the set of names of output places of transition N1.t1.
• •t2 is the set of names of input places of N2.t2.
• t2• is the set of names of output places of N2.t2.
• ({(p, t1)| p ∈ •t1} ∪ {(t1, p)| p ∈ t1•}) ∈ F1 - is a flow relation of net N1.
• ({(p, t2)| p ∈ •t2} ∪ {(t2, p)| p ∈ t2•}) ∈ F2 - is a flow relation of net N2.
Operation joinToTransition(N1.t1, N2.t2) creates net N3 = (P3, T3, F3) and
returns value true. The net N3 is created as follows:
• P3 = P1 ∪ P2;
• T3 = T1 \ {t1} ∪ T2 \ {t2} ∪ {t1.t2}, where t1.t2 is a transition named t1.t2.
• •t1.t2 = •N1.t1 ∪ •N2.t2 is the set of input places of N3.t1.t2;
Each place p ∈ •N2.t2 is renamed in N3 to t1.p.
• t1.t2• = N1.t1 • ∪N2.t2• is the set of output places of N3.t1.t2;
Each place p ∈ N2.t2• is renamed in N3 to t1.p.
• F3 = F1 \ ({(p, t1)| p ∈ •t1} ∪ {(t1, p)| p ∈ t1•}) ∪
F2 \ ({(p, t2)| p ∈ •t2} ∪ {(t2, p)| p ∈ t12•}) ∪(•t1.t2 ∪ t1.t2•).
• M03 =M
0
1 ∪M02 .
The definitions of the reverse operations disjoinFromPlace(N3.p1.p2, N2.p2)
and disjoinFromTransition(N3.t1.t2, N2.t2) are straightforward and illustrated
by the same Figure 5.
4.3 Insert Operations
Insert operations cut the initial net.
Definition 4.4 insertToP lace(< N1 > . < p1 >,< N2 > . < pa2 >,< N2 > . < p
b
2 >)
Operation insertToP lace(N1.p1, N2.p
a
2, N2.p
b
2) creates netN3 and returns value
true. Net N3 = (P3, T3, F3,M
0
3 ) is the following:
• P3 = P1 \ {p1} ∪ P2 \ {pa2, pb2} ∪ {p1.pa2, p1.pb2},
• T3 = T1 ∪ T2;
• F3 = F1 \ (•N1.p1∪N1.p1•)∪F2∪{(t, pa2)|t ∈ •N1.p1}∪{(pb2, t)|t ∈ N1.p1•},
• M03 : Places from sets P1 and P2 keep their markings.
Place p1.p
a
2 has the marking of place p1, place p1.p
b
2 has the empty marking.
Operation deleteFromPlace(N3.p1∗, N2.pa2, N2.pb2) is the reverse operation to
the operation insertToP lace(N1.p1, N2.p
a
2, N2.p
b
2).
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p1 p2a p2b
p1p2a p1p2b
N1 N2
N3
Fig. 6. Operation insertToPlace().
The principle of symmetry leads us to a definition of operation
insertToTransition(N1.t1, N2). This operation is used in hierarchial Petri
Nets [7]. The correspondence between all input places of N1.t and input
places of N2 and the output places of N1.t and output places of N2 should be
specified for this operation. Net N2 becomes hidden inside transition t. The
operation could be used for weaving of a specific aspect, inputs and outputs
of which match to inputs and outputs of several transitions.
4.4 Predicates for the language of aspect weaving
The boolean expressions corresponding to operations defined above are the
predicates of the language of aspect weaving:
< Invoke(< N1 > . < e1 > . < N2 >) >::=
invoke(< N1 > . < p1 >,< N2 >) | invoke(< N1 > . < t1 >,< N2 >);
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >) >::= true | false |
joinToP lace(< N1 > . < p1 >,< N2 > . < p2 >) |
joinToTransition(< N1 > . < t1 >,< N2 > . < t2 >) |
insertToP lace(< N1 > . < p1 >,< N2 > . < p
a
2 >,< N2 > . < p
b
2 >) |
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >) ∧
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >)|
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >) ∨
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >).
4.5 Weaving expressions of the language for weaving aspects
A weaving expression of the language for aspect weaving is a quantifier over
elements of a given net. It has a boolean value. A weaving expression is
constructive in the sense that it presents an algorithm of weaving aspects
modelled by Petri Nets.
A weaving expression can be specified as follows:
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< WE >::=< ∀ < N1 > . < e1 >:> < B(< N1 > . < e1 >) >
[< Invoke(< N1 > . < e1 > . < N2 >) > ∧
< Expr(< N1 > . < e1 >,< N2 >,< e2 >)] |
< WE > ∧ < WE > | < WE > ∨ < WE >;
< B(< N1 >,< e1 >) >::=< N1 > . < e1 >=< placeName > |
< N1 > . < e1 >=< transitionName >; | < N1 > . < e1 >∈< setName >;
The quantifier < WE > means ”for all elements e1 of net N1 such that the
boolean expression B(N1, e1) is true net N2 representing an aspect is invoked
and joined (inserted ) to element N1.e1 such that Expr is true”.
Some useful quantifies are composed from the operations defined above,
for example, insertAfterTransition() and insertBeforeTransition().
Definition 4.5 Operation insertAfterTransition()
insertAfterTransition(N1.t1, N2.t2, N2.p
a
2, N2.p
b
2) ::=
∀p : p ∈ N1.t1 • [invoke(N1.p,N2) ∧ insertToP lace(N1.p,N2.pa2, N2.pb2) ].
Definition 4.6 Operation insertBeforeTransition().
insertBeforeTransition(N1.t1, N2.t2, N2.p
a
2, N2.p
b
2) ::=
∀p : p ∈ •N1.t1 [ invoke(N1.t1, N2) ∧ insertToP lace(N1.p, N2.pa, N2.pb)∧
joinToTransition(N1.t1, N2.t2)]
The general expression for a designator when quantifying on a set of nets
is the following:
< D >::= ForALlNets < B(< N1 >) > [ < WE > ];
< B(< N1 >) >::=< N1 >=< netName > | < N1 >∈< setName >;
”for all nets such that predicate B(N1) = true: WE = true”.
5 Transformation of Models in Aspect Petri Nets
In this section we illustrate transformation from CIM to PIM and rom PIM
to PSM on the example of our Internet shop described in Section 2.
5.1 Logging concern
The logging concern is modelled by Petri Net Logging (Figure 7) that consists
of only one transition write and one place log with an arc from write to log.
Transition write models writing to a log-file. Place log collects the results of
logging.
To weave the logging concern and the CIM of the Internet shop shown in
Figure 1 we use the following weaving expression:
D(Service, Logging) : ∀ Service.t :
[ invoke(Service.t, Logging) ∧ joinToTransition(Service.t, Logging.write) ];
The expression in our language is constructive, i.e. it describes an algorithm
of weaving:
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Let nets Service and Logging are given.
For all transitions t of net Service repeat:
1. Make a copy t.Logging of net Logging and extend names of all its elements
by prefix t.
2. Join transition t to transition t.write of net t.Logging;
Figure 7 shows the result of weaving the logging aspect with net Service
according to the defined designator. Each firing of transition Service.t pro-
duces a log-record, modelled by the corresponding place t.log.
write
Petri Net 
Logging The result of weaving of Petri nets Service and Logging
more.
write
look.
write
choice.
write choose.
write
instance
pay.
,write
ready
pay.log
chosen
more.logchoose.log
client
log
look.log
Fig. 7. Concern of logging of events.
5.2 Cancelling concern
The cancelling aspect is modelled by Petri Net Cancel shown in Figure 8. This
net has only one transition Cancel. This transition has one input place named
input and two output places initial and capacity. The weaving of Petri Net
Cancel with Petri Net Service is specified by the designator:
D(Service, Cancel) :
∀ Service.p : (Service.p = {choice, chosen})
[ invoke(Service.p, Cancel) : joinToP lace(Service.p, Cancel.input;∧
joinToP lace(Service.client, Cancel.initial) ∧
joinToP lace(Service.instance, Cancel.capacity)];
The weaving procedure defined by this expression is the following:
For places p = choice and p = chosen repeat:
1. Make a copy p.Cancel of net Cancel and extend names of all its elements
by prefix p.
2. Join place p to place p.input of net p.Cancel; place client to place p.initial;
place instance to place p.capacity.
Figure 8 represents the result of weaving according such a designator. Each
place of the former net Service gets an alternative to return the net into
its initial marking. Nets Cancel and Service are traceable in the result of
weaving.
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inputinitial
capacity
Petri net Cancel
The result of weaving Petri Nets Service and Cancel
pay
cancel
choice-
cancel
chosen-
cancel
choice.
input
chosen.
input
look
Instance.
choice..
capacity.
Chosen.
capacity
chooseclient.
choice.
Initial
Chosen.
initial
ready
more
Fig. 8. Concern of cancelling.
5.3 PSM in Aspect Petri Nets
pay. 
permit
pay. request
pay.
deny
look. 
permit pay. service
chosen
pay in
look.
service
look. 
request
look. request
client.
look. in
permit
request
deny
servicein
Request
instance
choice choose
more
ready
Fig. 9. Service Request.
The PSM contains the service request concern. A service is requested
for two transitions: look and pay. An aspect of request is modelled by net
Request shown in Figure 9. The model of the aspect is reusable. The weaving
expression for this aspect uses the operation insertBeforeTransition():
D(Service, Request)) :
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∀Service.p : (Service.p ∈ •Service.t1 ∧ Service.t1 = {look, pay})
[ invoke(Service.p, Request) ∧
insertBeforeTransition(Service.t1, Request.permit, Request.in,
Request.service)].
The weaving procedure defined by the weaving expression is the following:
For transitions t=look and t= pay repeat:
1. Make a copy t.Request of the aspect net Request ;
2. For all input places p ∈ •t of transition t:
2.1. split place p in two places: pa, pb, such that input arcs belong to
place pa and output arcs belong to place pb;
2.2. join place pa to place t.Request.in, join pb to t.Request.service;
3. Join transition t to transition t.Request.permit;
The result of weaving is shown in Figure 9. This model can be used for
simulation of the concern Request.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
The MDA approach to system modelling provides obvious advantages for de-
signers and companies: it allows building reusable models and portable appli-
cations. MDA can be successfully applied to different design notations used
in specific fields, however the mechanisms of model transformations in those
notations should guarantee separation of concerns and traceability of design
decisions. The novel contribution of this paper is the extension of Petri Nets
by aspects and weaving mechanisms for aspects. Our new notation named
Aspect Petri Nets is suitable for using in the MDA context due to at least
three reasons:
• Firstly, bringing the advantages of aspect-orientation and MDA to Petri
Nets provides new perspectives to the applications where Petri nets are
widely used.
• Secondly, in certain cases, transformations from one model to another can be
adequately represented as aspect weaving operations. This was illustrated
by the example in adding computation dependent and CORBA specific
features in the model.
• Thirdly, as illustrated in the example, the design decisions represented by
weaving expressions make models more traceable, retrievable and reusable.
The proposed mechanisms and their advantages, therefore complement the
other known benefits provided by the MDA approach, and make MDA even
more attractive while using Petri Net like formalisms.
We are implementing tool support for MDA approach to modelling in As-
pect Petri Nets. To support designers in writing weaving expressions, an
expression builder is designed to provide the lists of nets and operations and
to make syntax checks using the grammar of the weaving language defined
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in this paper. We are implementing a module for specification and verifica-
tion of weaving correctness and a module for constructing simulation models
using weaving rules. Investigation of join point model and dynamic weaving
mechanisms for Coloured Petri Nets is considered as future work.
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ABSTRACT
Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) and Model-
Driven Development (MDD) are often said to be alike since both
approaches are based on the selection of elements (i.e. join points
in AOSD and model elements in MDD) and their subsequent
adaptation (i.e. weaving in AOSD and transformation in MDD).
But does this mean that AOSD and MDD are in fact two words
for pretty much the same thing? In this position paper, we argue
that there are essential differences between the aspect-oriented
and the model-driven approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) and Model-
Driven Development (MDD) are both concerned with the
adaptation of an input system in order to receive an
augmented/modified output system. In aspect-oriented literature,
this process is referred to as weaving, while in the model-driven
domain, this process is referred to as transformation.
From an abstract point of view, it looks like there are no
significant differences between both approaches – except maybe
that both approaches use a different terminology for the same
conceptual idea: The adaptation of developer-specified elements.
A close look to both approaches reveals, though, that they focus
on different domains.
Aspect-oriented literature often refers to the term separation of
concerns (cf. e.g. [2]). Following that idea, elements in the
program code (implemented with a particular programming
language) should always reflect on just one certain concern that
the developer has in mind. Aspect-oriented extensions attach
additional concerns to that code – concerns that do not comply
with the primary concern, or the dominant concern, which has
dictated a dominant decomposition [10] onto the program.
The focus in the model-driven world is slightly different. Model-
driven development has a model (of a piece of software) in mind –
a (generally) non-turing complete programming language, which
possibly represents just a part of an application. The underlying
intention for applying a model transformation is the creation of
machine-readable models that can be understood by automatic
tools that generate schemas, code skeletons, testing models, test
packs, and integration code for multiple platforms and
technologies1.
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Hence, the goals and objectives of both technologies are most
different. Nevertheless, it is still unclear if their underlying
techniques are the same and whether both approaches can be
considered equal.
In this position paper, we start in section 2 with an example from
the aspect-oriented literature and discuss the aspect-oriented
elements being used within this example. In section 3, we discuss
how the corresponding example can be implemented using a
model-driven approach. Then, we discuss the parallels and
differences between the aspect-oriented approach and the model-
driven approach. In section 4, we formulate our position by stating
from the aspect-oriented point of view why “aspect-orientation is
more than model-driven development” and by stating from the
model-driven point of view “why model-driven development is
more than aspect-orientation”. Finally, we conclude our position
in section 5.
2. PERSONAL INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT – AN ASPECT-ORIENTED
EXAMPLE FROM THE LITERATURE
In order to exemplify the parallels and differences of aspect-
oriented software development and model driven development,
we make use of a simple example. The example has been inspired
by [1] and realizes an access control policy for a Personal
Information Management (PIM) system. The PIM system is
intended to keep track of personal information, such as addresses,
tasks, and daily assignments.
Figure 1 gives an overview to the core entities of the PIM system.
The (singleton) PIMSystem is the general broker class that is
used by a (singleton) Person to administer his/her various
PIMUnits, such as Tasks, Contacts, and Appointments. It
is assumed that the system is designed for single-user usage only
and does not implement any access control mechanisms. These
are to be added to the system now by means of aspects in order to
allow multiple-user usage.
2.1 Owner Management
The aspect-oriented solution (exemplified by a corresponding
AspectJ implementation) realizes the owner management by an
OwnerManagement aspect (based on a similar implementation
given in [1]). This implementation is realized in AspectJ [7] and is
illustrated in Figure 2: The aspect implements a couple of
introductions, three of which augment the PIMSystem class with
a login operation and an additional currentUser state –
together with a corresponding getter method. The other three
introductions augment the PIMUnit class with an extra owner
state – again, together with corresponding getter and setter
methods.
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+ view() 
 Operations 
 Attributes 
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+ schedule() 
+ move() 
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− Name 
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 Operations 
 Attributes 
* 
Figure 1: A Sample Base System (cf. [1]).
The introduced members are used by the after advice, which
takes care of storing the currently logged on user
(PIMSystem.getCurrentUser) to the owner attribute of a
PIMUnit (PIMUnit.setOwner). Before doing so, it tests if
the current user is already set (i.e. not null). In such a case, it
asks the current user to login (by calling operation login of class
PIMSystem).
aspect
 OwnerManagement(){ 
 
private static
 String PIMSystem.currentUser ;  
 
public  static
 String PIMSystem.getCurrentUser() {...} ; 
 
public  static void
   PIMSystem.login() {...} ;  
 
private String PIMUnit.owner ;  
 
public
  String PIMUnit.getOwner() {...} ;  
 
public  void
   PIMUnit.setOwner(String user) {...} ;  
 
 
pointcut
 authentifyUnit(PIMUnit pimUnit): 
  
(call(* Appointment.schedule(..)) || 
  
call(* Contact.create(..)) || 
  
call(* Task.create(..))) && target(pimUnit) ;  
 
 
after(PIMUnit pimUnit) : authentifyUnit(pimUnit) { 
  if (PIMSystem.getCurrentUser() == null)  
     { PIMSystem.login() ; } ;  
  pimUnit.setOwner(PIMSystem.getCurrentUser()) ; 
 } 
} 
Figure 2: An Aspect-Oriented Implementation.
The advice refers to the pointcut authentifyUnit that
outlines the points in the execution of the program where a current
user needs to be stored to the owner attribute of a PIMUnit. In
particular, these are all method calls to operation schedule of
class Appointment, to operation create of class Contact,
and to operation create of class Task. At last, the instance of
PIMUnit being called is exposed by the pointcut by means of
AspectJ's target pointcut designator.
When taking a closer look to pointcut authentifyUnit, we
can observe that all join points at which the after advice needs
to be executed correspond to certain elements in the code (i.e.
method calls to Appointment.schedule, Contact.
create, and Task.create). In consequence, the adaptation
(weaving) of the base system can be accomplished by simply
inserting the core advice code to the places designated by the
pointcut. These can be detected by a simple code analysis of the
base classes and base methods. No problem so far!
2.2 Access Control
Now, we want to use the owner management data to ensure that
particular PIMUnits (i.e. tasks, contacts, or appointments) may
only be modified or viewed by their proper owner.
Thereto, an Authorization aspect defines a pointcut
restrictAccess that picks out all invocations to methods
whose access needs to be controlled. In particular these are all
method calls to move operations of Appointment instances as
well as all method calls to setProgress and setPriority
operations of Task instances.
Furthermore, the pointcut makes use of the target pointcut
designator to get a reference to the actual instance of the
PIMUnit (i.e. or of its subclasses) being called. It uses this
reference to verify if the owner of that (target) instance matches
the user that is currently logged on the PIMSystem. To do so,
AspectJ's if pointcut designator is used.
aspect
 Authorization(){ 
 
pointcut
 restrictAccess(PIMUnit pimUnit):  
  
(call(* Appointment.move(..)) || 
  
call(* Task.setProgress(..)) || 
  
call(* Task.setPriority(..))) && target(pimUnit) && 
  
if(!pimUnit.getOwner().equals(PIMSystem.getCurrentUser()) 
     || (PIMSystem.getCurrentUser()== null)); 
 
 
void around(PIMUnit pimUnit) : restrictAccess(pimUnit) { 
  System.out.println("Access Denied!") ; 
 } 
} 
 Figure 3: An Aspect-Oriented Implementation
Looking at the pointcut of this aspect, we can identify that the join
points at which the around advice needs to be executed are
(again) outlined by the characteristics of code elements (i.e. by the
occurrence of method call statements Appointment.move,
Task.setProgress and Task.setPriority). However,
apart from that, the pointcut restrictAccess refers to the
values of attribute owner of class PIMUnit as well as of
attribute currentUser of class PIMSystem in its if pointcut
designator (in order to evaluate if they match). These values are
not known until runtime. Hence, in contrast to the previous
adaptation, this one here cannot be effectuated until runtime.
3. PERSONAL INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT – ATTEMPTING A
MODEL-DRIVEN APPROACH
Let's have a look at how we could realize the Personal
Information Management (PIM) example from the previous
section with help of MDD.
3.1 Owner Management
Figure 4 outlines how the structural adaptations of the owner
management aspect can be specified. The upper part
ownerManagement_lhs depicts a model query (using the
notational means presented in [9]). The model query selects all
classes named PIMSystem and PIMUnit, and exposes them
with help of identifier ?pimSys and ?pimUnit in its output
parameter box (see lower right corner).
The lower part ownerManagement_rhs of Figure 4 depicts
the affiliated model transformation which is to be performed at
those selected model elements (the representation resembles
pretty much conventional UML templates, except that the
parameters ?pimSys and ?pimUnit are depicted differently).
According to that adaptation specification diagram, the model
elements exposed by ?pimSys are enhanced with a static and
private attribute currentUser of type String, as well as two
static and public operations login (returning nothing) and
getCurrentUser (returning a value of type String). The
model elements designated by ?pimUnit are augmented with a
private attribute owner of type String, as well as two public
operations getOwner (returning a value of type String) and
setOwner (taking an argument of type String).
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+ setOwner(user : String) 
 Operations 
 Attributes 
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Figure 4: Transformation of the Base Program's Structure.
Figure 5 depicts the behavioral adaptations that are needed to
realized the owner management aspect. The upper part
pointcut_authentifyUnit, again, outlines a model query.
It selects all method calls to operations named create or
schedule, which are invoked on classes named
Appointment, Contact, or Task. Both, method calls and
corresponding receiver classes, are exposed by means of
identifiers ?jp and ?pimUnit.
These model elements are then transformed as outlined in the
bottom part afterAdvice_storeOwner of Figure 5. For that
transformation, the method call ?jp is cut into two halves: 
refers to (and abstracts from) the sender class and the invocation
of the method call;  refers to (and abstracts from) the
receiver class as well as the action being invoked. These two
halves are arranged in such way that the original invocation is
intercepted and redirected to class ?pimUnit2, which then
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 strictly speaking, there is no "redirect" in this case since
?pimUnit (by accident) refers to the receiver class of the
original action.
executes the original action. After that, the current user is stored
to the owner attribute of the ?pimUnit (setOwner) – unless
it is undefined (i.e. null) in which case the login operation of
class PIMSystem is called. Finally, the control flow returns to
the next action after the intercepted original method call ( ).
Taking a closer look at the OwnerManagement aspect
presented in the previous section and the two model
transformations presented here, we can observe that both
adaptations are equivalent – the semantics of the resulting
application are the same. In fact, the pointcut specification in the
aspect-oriented approach corresponds directly to the model query
in the model-driven approach. Also, the advice (which represents
the join point adaptation in the aspect-oriented approach)
corresponds to the transformation as specified in the model-driven
approach. The only directly observable difference between both
approaches is that the model-driven approach provides a visual
representation of the selection and adaptation, while the
corresponding aspect-oriented approach relies on plain code.
 ?jp
 ?pimUnit
pointcut_authentifyUnit
<?pimUnit>
(Appointment|
Contact|Task)
<?jp> : (create|schedule) (..) : *
*
getCurrentUser()
<?pimUnit>
 ?jp
 ?pimUnitafterAdvice_storeOwner
PIMSystem
<?jp>
<?jp>
<?jp>
[currentUser == null]
login()
setOwner(currentUser)
currentUser
getCurrentUser()
currentUser
Figure 5: Transformation of the Base Program's Behavior.
3.2 Access Control
When realizing the Authorization aspect with help of MDD,
the core task is to evaluate if the owner of the PIMUnit
matches the currentUser of the PIMSystem.
The bottom part of Figure 6 demonstrates a common way how
this is done in MDD: First of all – i.e. right after the base
program's behavior is intercepted at ?jp ( ) – the
currentUser needs to be requested from the (singleton)
PIMSystem class with help of operation getCurrentUser.
Then, the currentUser is compared to the ?owner attribute
of the current ?pimUnit. If it is alike, the program execution
should proceed with the originally intercepted method call ?jp
( ). If the values do not match, though, the message "Access
denied!" is printed to System.out and the control flow is
passed back again to the original caller ( ).
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Figure 6: Transformation of the Base Program's Behavior
on the Specification Level
As can be seen from the query model at the top of Figure 6, these
adaptations are applied to all method calls to operations named
move, setProgress, or setPriority that are invoked on
class Appointment or Task. At the same time, the receiver
class ?pimUnit must provide a private owner attribute of type
String (as this attribute needs to be compared to the
currentUser in the adaptation).
Comparing the model transformation presented here with the
Authorization aspect in the previous section, we can identify
a subtle yet important difference: While in the aspect-oriented
approach, the condition whether currentUser (of
PIMSystem) matches owner (of PIMUnit) is specified within
the join point selection, in the model-driven approach, this
condition is specified within the join point adaptation. The
semantic implications of either solution are identical –
nevertheless, we must recognize that in the latter approach the
constraints under which access to the PIMUnits should be
denied are less obvious (as they are scattered across join point
selection and join point adaptation rather than being nicely
encapsulated in the join point selection).
4. WHY ASPECT-ORIENTATION AND
MODEL-DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT ARE
NOT THE SAME
Based on the examples presented in the previous sections, we now
argue why and where we see parallels and differences between
AOSD and MDD.
4.1 Parallels Between Aspect-Orientation And
Model-Driven Development
As demonstrated by the owner management example, parallels
between AOSD and MDD certainly exist. The implementations of
this concern with either technology are almost equal. In particular,
the conceptual distinction between query and adaptation are in
both approaches the same. Accordingly, the conceptual models
used by the developer (i.e. the selection of method calls and the
subsequent adaptation of those method calls) are identical.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that this conceptual similarity
results from a very specific application of the aspect-oriented
approach: The selected join points from the execution of the
program directly correspond to elements in the program code – so,
no runtime-specific conditions (called join point checks [4] or join
point residues [7]) are required. There are aspect-oriented systems
that provide only those kinds of join points – these are systems
with purely static join point models (cf. [5, 6]). In contrast to that,
though, popular systems like AspectJ (also) provide a dynamic
join point model which permits the specification of runtime
checks within a join point selection.
Hence, only under the special circumstance that no runtime-
specific condition needs to be checked (i.e. the aspectual
adaptation refers only to specification-level join points), we
consider the aspect-oriented approach and the model-driven
approach to be equivalent.
4.2 Why AOSD Dominates The MDD
Approach – An Aspect-Oriented Perspective
Of course, (as we have shown) runtime-dependent adaptations can
(always) be transformed into specification-level adaptations such
that the effects on the behavior of the final software system are the
same. In fact, this is what aspect-oriented systems commonly do
when they perform code transformations in order to weave in
aspects to the base system (currently, most systems like AspectJ
do weaving of aspects via code transformations): They identify
places in the base system that potentially represent a join point
(such places are called join point shadows in aspect-oriented
literature [8]), and instrument them with join point checks that
evaluate whether the runtime-dependent condition hold or not.
Aspect-oriented systems equipped with a dynamic join point
model (cf. [5, 6]) provide special abstractions that permit to
designate such runtime-level join points. In doing so, they are
freeing the developers from the need to reflect on join point
shadows and necessary join point checks themselves. Examples of
such abstractions are the dynamic pointcut designators this, target,
args and if in AspectJ, which permit to declare that a certain
runtime specific condition needs to be fulfilled (at a particular join
point shadow) for the aspectual adaptation to take effect. The
situation for the MDD approach is different. In MDD, the
developers are required to insert such join point checks
"manually" – which means that they need to be specified as part
of the adaptation. In consequence, the approach forces developers
to separate the applicability constraints of an aspect (e.g. for the
denial of an action) into the locations in the models where the
aspect needs to take effect, as well as the residue (i.e. the join
point check) that remains to be evaluated at that location.
Another consequence of this approach in comparison to the
AOSD approach is that selections and adaptations are less
reusable. In the aspect-oriented approach, an adaptation is
independent of the possible runtime checks that need to be
performed before it takes effect (since these are specified in the
selection). Selections may evolve or may be overridden in
subaspects. Nevertheless, the affiliated adaptations do not need to
be changed. In the MDD approach, though, each selection that
conceptually requires a corresponding runtime check also requires
its own adaptation module (since it is necessary to consider the
runtime conditions within the adaptation). Consequently, if the
application evolves and new selections are needed that require
additional runtime checks, the adaptation modules may need to be
adapted.
Hence, from the aspect-oriented perspective, the aspect-oriented
approach dominates the model-driven one because additional
abstractions for the join point selection are provided, which allow
an (almost) arbitrary combination of join point selections and join
point adaptations.
4.3 Why MDD Dominates The AOSD
Approach – A Model-Driven Perspective
It remains to mention in what respect MDD approaches improve
over AOSD techniques, i.e. in what respect the model-driven
approach dominates the aspect-oriented approach:
This pertains mostly to the capabilities of the adaptation means
that can be applied to base applications. These are quite limited in
the aspect-oriented approach. Most commonly, there are various
constructive adaptation mechanisms (like before and after advice,
as well as introductions in AspectJ) that permit to add some
additional elements to a base application (i.e. the invocation of
aspect-specific code, or the addition of aspect-specific structure,
respectively). However, there are only limited means to specify
destructive adaptations3 (such as around advice in AspectJ that do
not refer to the original join point by means of proceed).
The model-driven approach, in contrast to that though, principally
permits to perform arbitrary transformations on a source model –
in particular, it allows unlimited support for the removal of
elements. By these means, the MDD approach could be used, for
example, to implement an arbitrary refactoring [3] on the source
model, by performing the corresponding behavior-preserving
transformations. Aspect-oriented approaches like AspectJ do not
support such transformations since it is not possible to remove a
single method from a source program.
5. CONCLUSION
In this position paper, we argued why the aspect-oriented
approach and the model-driven approach are not equal. We
illustrated our argumentation by an example from the aspect-
oriented literature and showed that it is not always possible to
achieve the same result in an appropriate way with help of the
means provided by model-driven development approaches. The
main argumentation for this is that the aspect-oriented approach
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 See [5, 6] for a discussion of the terms constructive and
destructive adaptation.
provides additional abstractions that permit to specify runtime-
conditions within join point selections.
However, we also argued that the means to adapt a base
application with aspect-oriented constructs are quite limited.
Simple transformations like performing a rename method
refactoring, for example, cannot be achieved via aspect-oriented
techniques – but with model-driven techniques.
From our point of view, it is essential for further research on both
approaches that they cannot be considered to be generally the
same thing. This implies that it might be interesting to see in
future whether one approach can benefit from the other, e.g. by
providing more advanced transformation techniques to AOSD, or
by introducing more advanced selection means to MDD.
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